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Young Wild west's crack cavalry
OR, THE SHOT THAT WON TI-IE DAY
By

AN

OLD

CHAPT:b;R I.-On Dane-erous Ground.
It was about the middle of the forenoon on a
bright, sunshiny day in early autumn, a few
years ago, that Young Wild West and his friends
might have been seen riding over a level stretch
~.::-£ prairie toward a ridge that was well covered
with timber. The scene was in northwestern Arizona, probably eighty miles from Fort Defiance,
where the climate is balmy and healthful, and
where all sorts of scenery can be found in one
day's travel.
Though we may call it the prairie that our hero
and his friends were riding over, it was really
one of the stretches of grazing land for cattle in
that section. The party, which consisted of
eight, was in a hurry, for Young Wild West had
received a message from the fort to the effect that
his services were needed, as about a hundred
Apaches had left the reservation and were on
.
the warpath.
Though he was but a boy, Young Wild West
had distinguished himself as a scout for the
,United States Army in the wild West, and he and
his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart,
held the distinction of being the only govern- ent scouts who were not enlisted in the regular service, and could come and go as they pleased. This was due to the fact that they had
helped the cavalry and infantry out of many bad
places, and had more than once been the means
of turning what seemed to be sure and certain
defeat into a brilliant victory.
Besides being the Champion Deadshot of the
West, Young Wild West had by his coolness,
dai-ing and skill made a name for himself that
many a man old enough to be his grandfather
'Nould have been proud to possess. Mounted on
his splendid stallion, Spitfire, which was a sorrel that had no equal at speed and endurance,
and was far more intelligent than the average
of the equine race, the boy showed up with such
ease and grace that it was no wonder that he
~ad been nicknamed the Prince of the Saddle by
his many friends. Handsome and with the form
of an Apollo, of medium height and weight, and
with his long light hair hanging below his broad,
shapely shoulders, he surely made the true picture of the ideal Boy Hero of the West, which
was just what he was at the time of which we
\n·iie, there b(''ng·no others in his class.
\Vild, as he was called for short, was always
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attired in a fancy buckskin hunting suit, trimmed wit;h scarlet silk fringe, and with his widebrimmed sombrern tipped well back upon his
head, he made a picture that was complete, and
which no artist could have added to, try as he
might. Cheyenne Charlie had been in the g·overnment service years before he met the dashing
young deadshot, and what" he did not know about
Indian warfare, bear hunting, cowboy tricks and
mining life was hardly worth trying to learn.
Jim Dart was a Wyoming boy about the same
age as Wild, and though he never had a great
deal to say, he was one who could always be depended upon. Jim Dart and the scout were not
only partners in mining adventures with Young
Wild West, but they were his partners with him
in his search for adventure, fortune and fun.
They loved him as if he had been a brother, and
they were always ready to abide by any decision
he made. The girls of the party were Arietta
Murdock, the charming- g-olden-haired sweetheart
of Young Wild West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise Gardner, the girl Jim
Dart hoped to make his bride some day. Of the'
three, Arietta was the only one who had been
born and 1·eared in the wild West, and she could
ride a horse or shoot with either a rifle or revolver as well as the average cowboy. She had
learned from her dashing young lover how to
be cool and resourceful in times of danger, and
this alone made her an exception to the average
of her sex. Anna and Eloise had been long
enough in that part of the country to learn to
love th:e outdool' life they were leading at the
time our story opens, and t'hey were never better satisfied than on the trail, or in camp with
those they loved. We must not forget to mention the two Chinese servants who were with the
party, and who made up the number of eight. In
general looks they were just like any of the Chinese who come to America; but one of them was
really something far above the average of his
race. They were bTothers, named Hop Wah and
Wing Wah, the former being a sort of man-of
all-work and the latter the cook.
Hop was a regular wonder, as those who llad
met him were bound to declare. He was a b<•rn
humorist, and liked whisky, which he in,·ariably called tanglefoot. But that was not all. He
was a very clever sleight-of-hand performer, and
he never lost the opportunity to play tricks and
mystify those who were willing to be his audi.-
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ence. Added to this, he had on more than one
occasion been the direct means of saving their
lives, and all th1·ough his being a magician.
Bu.t as we are taking up altogether too much
space in a description of our characters-they
are pretty well known by this time, anyhow-we
will go on with our story. Young Wild West was
anxious to get to Fort Defiance, for it had been
a hurry-up call he had received, though no information had been given him by the messenger,
other than that about a hundred Apaches had
broken away from the reservation and were on
the warpath. The dashing boy and his partners
were needed to help out the cavalry in running
the redskins down.
"I reckon we ought to git in sight of ther fort
afore it gits dark, Wild," observed Cheyenne
Charlie, as he gave the ends of his mustache a
twist and cast a look toward the ridge ahe:id of
them. "It can't be more'n forty miles from here,
an' we kin make that distance while it's daylight, I think."
..
"We can, Charlie," replied the dashing young
deadshot. "We have done it a good many times,
and we can do it now. I reckon the traveling is
pretty good all the way to the fort, so there
won't be much to hinder us. I think--"
Young Wild West stopped short. A thin column of smoke rising from behind a hill something like two miles off to the left had caught
his eye.
"See that, boys," he said, nodding to his two
partners. "Maybe we won't get to the fort today. There is no telling you know."
"An' we let ther gals come along, thinkin' they
could stop at ther fort while we was doin' business with ther redskins," said the scout, shrugging his shoulders and looking just the least bit
uneasy. "Who would have thought there was
Injuns this side of ther fort, Wild!"
"vVell, I didn't think so; but I do now," was
the cool retort. "But never mind. Vve have ~ot
to get to the timber, if we expect to stand a
show with the red galoots.
Come on! Jump
the pack horses along a little faster, you two
heathens."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from the two
Chinamen, as if in one voice.
On rode the party for the timber, the dashing
young deadshot and his golden-haired sweetheart
leading the way. Arietta was mounted upon a
cream-white mustang, and she certainly made a
pleasing- appearance by the side of her dashing
young lover. Nearer came the woods, and as
they got witl1in a hundred ya1·ds of it a cavahyman came riding out, waving· his hat. This was
surprising· to our hero and his friends, for they
had not dreamed of meeting any one there.
"Hurrah!" shouted the cavalryman.
"Here
comes Young Wild West, boys!"
Then more appeared behind him, but they were
on foot, which showed that there must be a detachment of them in the woods. One minute
later the woods was reached, and then it was
that Young Wild West received the information
that there was a detachment of thirty-four cavalrymen there, and that they had been in a
fight with the A l)l\ches early that morning. Lieut;enant Gilberson ~ ad been shot and killed in the
fight, and they were now virtually without a ·
leader
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"You are the one we want to carry us through,
Young Wild West!" shouted the man on ho1·seback. "vVe came to meet you, and the lieutenant had instructions to place you in charge. You
must help us out of this muddle."
"All right," replied the dashing young dea'\
shot. "I reckon I'll do my best."
.

CHAPTER II.-The Attack.
Young Wild West and his friends lost no time
in getting into the woods where the cavalrymen
were gathered. He soon learned the condition of
affairs. The body of the slain lieutenant wa;;
lying on the ground covered with a blanket, for
the cavalrymen meant to take it to the fort with
them, if there was any possible way to do it.
Wild looked over the instructions, and found
that he had really been placed in command of the
men. He spoke to them assuringly, and again
told them that he would do his best to carry
them through.
·-,._
Wild knew it was quite likely that the re.,
skins meant to soon make another attack, so l
at once set about to make preparations for it~
"They are coming from both sides, I reckon,"
he observed, in his cool and easy way. "But that
don't make any difference. We'll be able to take
care of ourselves, I reckon. Just get yourselves
in shape, boys. I'm not much of a leader, as far
as mi_litary tactics go, but I rather think I can
make out all right in this case."
"You certainly can, Young Wild \Vest," the
second lieutenant, whose name was Slavin, reto1-ted. "We happen to be a poi-tion of the troop
that was nicknamed the· Crack Cavalry of Fort
Defiance a short time ago, because we excelled in
the drill, and also made a successful raid on a
big band of redskins, and escaned without losing
a man. If you find us to be all right, I suppose
we will be c"1.lled Young vVild West's Crack Cavalry, esecially if we come out of this with flying
colors. We have some of the worst Apaches living to fight, however, so there's going to be no
easy time of it."
'-ii:
"All right," answered our hero, nodding to
what the man said. "We don't care how bad
the redskins are; the worse they are, the better
it will be when they are disposed of."
Our hero then dispatched Charley and Jim to
keep a watch on the Indians, so they would know the moment they were advancing. Then he turned his attention to making preparations for an
attack, and in less than half an hour the cavalrymen were gathered in a little hollow that was almost entirely surrounded by rocks, and where
the trees were large and close together. The
spot was only about a hundred feet from the
edge of the timber, so it was easy to keen a watch
from that side.
Charlie rode off to the right of the camp, while
Jim went to the left. Our hero had barely fi..nished making all arrangements when Jim caline
back.
"About fifty of them are on their way here,"
the boy reported. "They seem to be well equipped, too, and no doubt they will rrnt up quite a
fight."
"All right," answered our· hero coolly. "Let
them come."
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Five minutes later Cheyenne Charlie came riding in. He reported that forty or more of the
redskins were coming from the other side.
"They've all got good horses, an' most every
one of 'em has a rifle, as far as I could see," he
"I reckon the red galoots is out for
added.
.,.._ blood."
· ·'They'll find it all right," the young deadshot
answered. "Just let them come on. It will take
more than a hundred Apaches to get us, and I'll
bet on that."
"The chief leading them is one of the worst of
· his race," spoke up the lieutenant, shaking his
head. "His name is Creeping Horse, and he is a
very crafty fellow-an old-timer at the_ business,
in fact. Just how he ever got away 1s a mystery to me."
·'That's all right," retorted our hero coolly.
"It's a good idea to let all of the worst of them
get together, for then if thev were cleaned out
it may make quite a lasting impression on the
rest of the tribe. There are thirty-seven of us
here, 11ot counting the girls and our two Chinamen, and if we can't clean out a hundred Apaches
'even if they we1·e old campaigners then I'll give
up fighting redskins."
"'· The way the boy talked was quite enough to
cheer up the men, for they liked the confidence
he showed, and that made them all the more
e!c!ger to fight under his lead. Pretty soon shots
were heard on both sides of them.
"Don't fire a shot until I tell you to, boys,"
called out the dashing young deadshot, as coolly
as though he was merely giving instructions for
a drill. "I want you to make every shot tell. We
can't afford to waste powder and lead on a lot
of sneaking redskins. They came to wipe us out,
so it is for us to prevent them doing it, and that
means that we must wipe them out instead."
Suddenly from the left a dozen or more of the
Indians bounded into view and rushed straight
for the hole.
"Now, then, give it to them!" exclaimed Young
lfl'"V.'ild West, as he swung his Winchester to his
,
~,-shoulder.
It wa.s a galling fire that met the Apaches, and
t11ey fell right and left. But the cavalrymen
kept on firing as long as they saw a chance to
hit a redskin. Then from the other side a dash
was made by a score or more of the red fiends.
Young Wild \Vest swung around, and then gave
+he ordel' to give them the same dose. The bullets flew as thick as hail, and if it had not been
for the trees that we1·e in the way the chances
are that not one of the advancing party would
have escaped being killed. As it was, as many
as a dozen went down before a retreat could be
made.
The cavalrymen were elated with their success,
and they now realized what it meant to have a
really good leader. Lieutenant Slavin could not
refrain from taking off his hat and proposing a
sheer for the dashing young deadshot. The men
·-'iesponded with a will, and the echo of their
Yoices resounded through the woods. The Indians had become strangely silent now, which
showed plainly that they had been surprised at
the result of their fierce attack. Wild looked
ove:r the camp, and when he saw where things
could be arranged to a little better advantage, he
promptly called the attention of the men and the
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defects were remedied. The woods were so thick
on both sides that it was impossible to see the
redskins, though now and then they could hear
sounds that indicated that they had not retreated
far.
"Jim," said Wild, turning to Dart, who was
always ready to do anything he was told, "just
climb a tree and take a look around. Do you
think you can do it without being seen by the
redskins?"
"I reckon I can, Wild," replied the boy, and
then he quickly selected a tree where the branches we1·e so thick that it would be hardly possible
for any one to see him from any distance, and
started to climb it.
The tree grew rig·ht at the edge of the hollow
our friends had taken refuge in, and so it was
easy for the boy to reach it. Up he went with
the greatest of caution. Jim had hardly got
halfway up the tree when he saw fully a hundred more redskins riding swiftly for the woods.
The boy could see that they were apparently well
armed, and then he turned his attention to those
near them.
He was able to see that there was a slope on
either side of the spot where the besieged party
was, and that the redskins were stretched out in
a line on both sides. The situation now looked
very serious to him, so he quickly descended the
tree and made his 1·eport. When they heard it
the cavalrymen showed signs of uneasiness, but
Young \Vild \Vest's face never changed expression.
"Boys," he said coolly, "you stick to me and we
will win, no matter how many Apaches come.
They can never get us out of here, unless we let
them. That means, as I said before, that we
don't want to waste a shot. Now, then, everybody get ready for business."
Wild now asked Jim what direction the Indians
were coming from, and when he had learned to
his full satisfaction he turned to Charlie and
said:
"I reckon it will be a e-ood idea for us to mount
and ride out there a short distance. Come on,
Charlie! What we wa11t to do is to scatter the
red galoots and make it hard for them to get
here with the others."
"Right ye are, Wild." the scout answe1·ed, and
then he hurried to the spot where the horses
were tied.
Wild was right after him, and the two soon
had their horses saddled and ready to set forth.
They lost no time in mounting, and then they
rode up out of the hollow and emerged from the
edge of the woods. They had not covered more
than fifty yards .when they caught sight of the
approaching band of Indians. Both saw that
Jim was correct in his estimation that they numbered nearly a hundred.
Not until they got probably two hundred yards
farther from the woods did the approaching Indians see them. They had been riding around
more to the left, but they at once changed their
course and headed straight for the two. Young
Wild West decided that the real attack was soon
to take place.
"Come on, Charlie," said he. "V-le will ride
back and forth before the woods here, and when
they get close enough we will begin to pick a few
of them off. That will impress it upon theil
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minds that they are going to have no easy time
of it."
The scout nodded and then they let their horses
canter leisurely off to the left. When they had
gone perhaps a quarter of a mile they turnecl
back. When almost directly in front of the spot
where the cavalry was in camn Wild halted his
horse and threw his riffe to his shoulder. Crang I
As the sharp report rang out, one of the leaders
threw up his arms and fell from the saddle.
Crang! It was Cheyenne Charlie who fired
this time, and he had the satisfaction of seeing
a riderless horse galloping over the plain. The
result was all that could be expected. The approaching redskins reined in their horses with
amazing quickness. It was quite evident that
they had not expected to be shot at from such a
distance.
Rut our friends fired two or three more shots
apiece, and then the red villains scattered and
rode off to the left and right, as though to swing
in gradually and get into the woods, where they
no doubt knew their friends were in waiting.
Wild and Charlie rode to the camp as fast as
they could get between the trees. Just as they
reached it, a scream rang out from the place
. where the girls had been lying. It was the voice
of Arietta, and they recognized it at once. Our
hero turned and made a dash for the spot. He
knew that his sweetheart was in some kind of
peril.
"Wild,
Wild!" came the c1-y. "Save me! Save
,,

__

The cry was cut short. At that very moment
our hero caught sight of two Indians running
from the spot. One of them had Arietta swung
over his back, and the other was holding fm:;t to
her, one hand over her mouth. Young Wild West
forced his way thro 1Jgh the bushes, closely followed bv Cheyenne Charlie.
The Indians had taken a big risk in creeping
right up to the hollow-at least some of them
had, for Wild had scarcely jumped dow~ into the
ditch when a rope was swung around him and he
was pulled off his feet. Crack, crack! Cheyenne
Charlie fired twice and both bullets found a lodgment in the body of the Apache who had roped
the boy. But just then one of the redskins leaped forward and grappled with the scout. The
rest did not wait for him, but went on, dragg-ing
our hero an<l his sweetheart with them. Wild
had been caught dead to rights, so to speak,
and just then he stood no chance whatever.

CHAPTER III.-The Clever Chinaman Gets in
His Work.
While Jim Dart was in the tree looking around
the redskins were at their work. When the lieutenant said Creeping Horse was a very crafty
chief he certainly had spoken the truth. The
old Apache had been in many a campaign against
the "palefaces," and he had studied all sorts of
ways to get the best of them. He selected six of
the most reckless and da1·ing braves he had to
steal up to the camp, with instructions to do
something that would cripple the palefaces, no
matter what the coRt might be. The six worked
their way with the greatest of stealth and got
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right where they wanted to without being discovered.
Two of them decider! to steal one .of the girls
the moment they saw them. The others agreed
to cover their retreat. It happened that Arietta
was very near the edge of the hollow at the time,
so she was selected as the victim. One of thli,
crafty redskins reached over and caught hold ot
her, at the same time striking the rifle from her
hands. Then it was that the girl uttered the
scream that had startled the camp and cau<;ed
Wild and Charlie to rush to help her. That tl·e
six redskins who had been sent by the chief to
do something that would cripple the palefaces
were willing to take any ;:;ort of ri,;k was evident.
Even when one went down at the hands of the
scout, another was ready to fight. Meanwhile
the rest went on through the bushes, leaving their
companion to take the chan <'es of getting the
worst of it, or being captured.
The rope had been bound securely about our
hero',: body, binding his arms to his sides, before
he could do anything to offset the surprise it
gave him. With two stalwart Apaches dragging
him along he was helpless. Swiftly the ApacM!
went through the bushe;:;, following the way they
had come. Wild caught a glimpse of his swe~
heart aR she was being carried along a few yards
ahead of him, and he could hear the shouts of
the excited cavalrymen behind him. Two minuteR later the brave boy found himself in the
midst of a swarm of Apaches, who were gathered in the underbrush, where it was ,:o thick
that they could not be seen from the camp.
It happened that Creeping Horse, the chief,
was among those to receive the two prisoners,
and the wily redskin must have realized it would
be better to get them away from the spot as soon
as possible. Though he paid no particular attention to Wild and Arietta, he gave orders in his
own language, and the result was that both were
placed upon the backs of mustangs and securely
tied there.
Then four braves were selected to ride awa&,
and lead the horses farther into the woods. Whelllf
Wild found out what was taking place he felt a
great deal easier. With only four braves to c t e
with, he figured that his chances of getting free
were a great deal better. Surely Cheyenne
. Charlie and Jim Dart would find a means of saving him and his sweetheart. It happened that
the four Indians in charge of the two prisoner;i
were those who had made the successful raid
upon the camp. The other two had failed to
come back, of course. They seemed highly elated at having been placed in such a responsible
position, and they lost no time in pushing their
way through the woods.
Wild and Arietta were tied so securely to the
mustang that there was little use in struggling
to free them!'1elves. Of course they tried this at
first, but soon gave it up. The Indians did n')t
stop until they had taken them nearly a mile
through the woods. Then they paused in w,.other hollow that was similar to the one occupie<i
by the cavalrymen. When Wild and Arietta
were untied from the horse and allowed to step
upon the ground. With his hands tied behind
his back and his ankleR bound tightly together,
the da1,hing young deadshot stood little chance
of escaping. But his courage never once left him,
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nor· did he show lhe least sign of fear. The fact reached the horse he was aiming for, and just
,vas that he did not fear them anyhow, for so then the three Indians, who had been attracted
many times had he been placed in such _predi~a- by the crashing sound in the bushes, came runments that it had got to be an old thmg with ning back. The moment they saw what was going on a yell left their lips.
·tlm.
The tvvo were placed within a couple of feet
Crack, crack, c1·ack! The revolver Wild had
of each other, so while the Indians convel'Sed taken from the dead redskin stood him in good
among themselves they had a chance to exchange stead just then. The chambers weTe loaded, and
views. While the shouting and yelling was go- when the thTee shots had been discharged the
Indians were down. Then the dashing young
ing on, Wild said in a low tone:
"Keep up your courage, little girl. I reckon deadshot quickly selected what weapons he wantwe won't be very long in the clutches of the red ed, and mounting the horse, rode after his sweetfiends. If Charlie and Jim only find out that we heart and the Chinaman. Neither of them were
have been taken away from the rest of the In- riding very fast, for they had heard the shots,
and they knew what had happened.
dians, they won't be long in getting here."
Wild knew that it was going to be a difficult
"That's right Wild," was the reply. "I'm not
frightened muct So long as. they don't kill you task to get back to the camp, as it was more than
it will be all ri~ht. I know they won't harm me likely that it was still surrounded by the Apaches.
It was hardly probable that they would retreat
-not for a whi1e, anyhow."
It was just then that there came a lull in the very far from the place. But they must get
shooting. Almost at the same time a cheer there, so the dashing young deadshot led the
soo.rnded. Wild and Arietta both knew vel"y well way, determined to do it.
that the cheer did not come from the Indians.
'l,'cl:\e four Indians jn charge of them seemed to
be anxious and worried. It was no doubt that
they expected the arrival of the chief. If they
CHAPTER IV.-The Supreme Moment.
had not been watched so closely, Wild would have
uudertaken to bite loose the rope that held his
It was just about a mile they had to go in
sweetheart's hands together, so she might have order to get back to the camp, and thern was no
a chance to liberate him. But one of the braves telling how many of the Apaches there were behad taken his station upon the ground, squatting tween the two points. Keeping along close to
tailor fashion before him. He was watching the edge of the woods, so they could look out
them closely, while the other three talked in low upon the open stretch, they continued on their
tones and looked into the woods in the direction way. In five minutes they had more than half
they exepcted their companions to come from.
covered the distance, but just then they heard
Another ten minutes passed. Then a c1·ashing sounds ihat indicated that some of the redskins
sound in the bushes not far away attracted the were very close at hand. Wild brought his horse
attention of the lnuians, as well as our two to a halt, and then leaning, so he might look out
friends. All but the one watching them ran in through an opening in the foliage, he scanned
the direction, holding their weapons in readiness. the open country. There was not the least sign
It was just then that a form leaped from the of an Indian to be seen there.
'¾"shes straight upon the watching redskin . Biff!
"I reckon they're all in the woods, Et," he
fhud ! The form was no other than that of whispered. "The best thing we can do is to go
HjYll Wah, who was commonly called Young Wild 1·ight out and take our chances."
West's clever Chinaman, and as his l1ead came
The sounds they heard, which were caused by
in full contact with the stomach of the Indian many voices, though in low tones, came from
there was nothing else that could happen save the very direction they would have to follow if
that the Apache went down.
they continued on straight for the camp. This
This was a new trick of Hop's, for Wild had left them but one alternative, and that was to
never seen him attack an enemy in that fashion swing off into the open country and run the
before. But it answered the purpose well, nev- chances of being seen by the redskins. As the
ertheless. Before the surprised Indian could get three got out of the woods Wild rode straight
upon his feet a knife flasheJ in the hand of the out over the short course that lay upon the alChinaman; there was a downward stroke and a most level stretch. Arietta and Hop we1·e riding
dull thud. Then Hop leaped quickly toward the behind him. It was the intention of our hero to
imprisoned boy and girl. With the same knife get out about a hundred yards and then turn
that he had slain the iedski1. he quickly liberated and ride straight along until they were nearly
them.
opposite the camp.
"Giitee on ·.1m horses, lide velly muchee fastee,
When Wild, Arietta and Hop had gone about
so be," he exclaimed, in a low tone of voice. "Me a hundred yards, and were in the act of turning
havee velly hardee timee findee you; but me io proceed straight ahead, a savage yell sounded
~ttee here alle light."
from the woods, and then out came a score of
Our hero and his sweetheart did not have to mounted Apaches.
be told twice what to do. They would have
"I reckon they are after us," said our hero
known what to do, anyhow. ·with remarkable coolly, as he turned in the saddle and placed the
quickness they ran to where the horses were rifle he had taken from one of the braves to his
standing, Wild pausi11g long enough to get the shoulder. "Give them fits, Et! We'll show them
weapons that had been chopped by the Indian that we know how to shoot. Hop, you ride on
Hop had attacked so successfully. Arietta leap- ahead as fast as you can anrl get to the camp."
ed upon the back of one of the mustangs and
Hop made an effo1-t to get ahead as he \\'as
Hop took anoLhf:i-. They were off before \Vild told, but for some un,w~ountable Teason his horse
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swung the wrong way, and before either Wild or
Arietta we1·e aware of it, the Chinaman had been
thrown from the saddle. Crack, crack, crack,
cra-c-k! The dashing young deadshot and his
sweetheart were certainly pouring hot lead into
the 1·anks of the Apaches just then. It must
have been that the chief had given orders to take
them alive, for theil' fire was not returned. Satisfied for the present, Wild and Arietta rode
along with the speed of the wind. It was not
until they had got two hundred feet away from
the spot where Hop had fallen from his horse
that they became aware that such a thing had
happened.
Wild happened to look back, and he saw the
Chinaman sitting upon the gn md, as though in
a dazed way. The fact was 1, at the fall had
partially stunned Hop, and he wa. trying hard to
gather his scattered senses.
"Go on, Et," said the dashing young deadshot.
"I'll go back and get Hop."
The girl nodded, and then rode on. Wild turned his sorrel stallion and then placed his rifle to
his shoulder. Taking a quick aim, he pressed
the trigger. Crang! The ringing 1·eport rang
out quickly, and the foremost of the three who
were after Hop threw up his arms and fell headlong from the saddle. Crang ! The second did
almost exactly the same thing. Crang I The
third dropped, and just then Hop managed to
get upon his feet. But he must have been very
much confused, for instead of running toward
our hero, he started in an opposite direction.
Others of the Indians were now galloping from
the woods, and it occurred to Wild that it was a
helpless task. He could not save Hop now, and
he lrnew it. To ~ve pursuit and try to overtake him would simply mean to run right into
the ranks of a savage hoard of painted braves.
The Indians were rendered desperate by this
time, and it was a wonder that they did not open
fire upon the boy and riddle him with bullets.
But p1·obably they were simply acting upon the
orders of old Creeping Horse, the chief. If he
had told them that Young Wild West must be
taken alive they knew better than to shoot him.
They could have easily shot his horse, and then
run excellent chances of capturing him; but no
doubt they knew the value of the intelligent animal, and were aware of the fact that he was one
of the finest pieces of horseflesh in the whole
West. He alone would be a prize to them. The
beautiful sorrel stallion had been through many
a hard fight, and it seemed as though he actually bore a charmed life. But there was no doubt
but that the desire to obtain him by the foes of
our hero had been the cause of his not being
killed before this. As soon as our hero saw that
it was all up with Hop as far as being taken a
prisoner was concerned, he did not ride any farther in that direction.
He turned and made for the camp as fast as
he could. Arietta was at the edge of the woods
right before him now, and when she saw him
coming she rode on inside. A ringing cheer
sounded from the cavalry, and our hero's partners, and he could hear their voices well. Then
out came Cheyenne Clui.rlie at a gallop to meet
the boy, he no doubt hoping to help him save the
Chinaman. But by this time a score or more had
surrounded Hop, and as our hero looked he saw
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him standing with his hands raised m·er his head
in token of surrender.
"Never mind. Charlie," he called out, motioning
for the scout to go back. "I reckon we'll have to
give it up now. Hop is a pretty lucky fellow, and •
if he doesn't find a way to fool the redskins, l'll ---:miss my guess."
"It's too bad!" exclaimed Charlie, as the two
met. "That heathen is worth twentv ordinarv
men, when it comes to bein' clever. A'rietta says
·
he was the one what saved yer."
He
"That's right. Hop ce1'tainly saYed us.
crept up to the spot where the four redskins had
us, and he must have throw·n something in the
bushes to attract their attention. Three of them
ran to see what it was, the fourth standing guard
over us. Then Hop da1-ted from the bushes and
butted him in the stomach. He knocked him
flat to the ground, and then he used his knife on
him with good effect. I never saw him act that
way before, but he certainly showed that he could
do things when he tried.
"He cut us loose mighty quick, and then Ir
picked up a couple of rifles and the guns the Indians had, and then we got away. I don't know._,
just how it was that Hop was thrown from his •
horse, for 1 was watching the Indians closely at
the time, and was not looking in his direction. If
he had done as I told him, he would have got
ahead of us, and then there would haYe been no
trouble."
''Well, we will have ter make ther best of it,"
and the scout shrugged his shoulders. "But I'll
tell yer one thing, Wild, I won't never go to sleep
until I have saved that heathen from the redskins. I think a whole lot of Hop, though he
don't know it."
"Oh, I reckon he knows it, all right, Charlie.
Just because he plays tricks on you and you get
mad at him now and then don't say that there
isn't any love between you. You are easily excited, and that is why he likes to have fun with.~
you. He would do as much for you as he v;ould "'
for me, and I am certaiu of it."
"I know he would, Wild. He's done it lots .
times. That's why I mean to get him away from
them red galoots."
The two now rode into the woods, and, making
their horses leap the ditch, were soon in the camp
in the hollow. When he found that not a man
had been even wounded in the fight, Young Wild
West was jubilant. The cavalry had remembered his instructions, and it had been impossible
for the Apaches to dislodge them from their
stronghold in the hollow. Arietta was with Anna
and Eloise now, and the latter were embracing
her, and telling her how glad they were to see
her back. She had explained to them how it
was that she had been seized and carried away,
and was now busy relating how Hop had liberated her and Wild. lVIeanwhile Young Wild
West's Crack Cavalry were cheering the dashing,,..
young deadshot to the echo. They had been very
downhearted when they found the Indians had
captured him, but now their hopes were away
up again.
"That's all right, boys," the young deadshot
said, as he motioned them to stop cheering. "I
reckon we will get out of this all 1·ight yet. We
will keep at them all day long, and when it gets
dark to-night probably there won't be so many
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of them to interfere with us. Then we may be
able to ride away and elude them. I want you
all to keep a sharp watch, and every time you
see one of them let them have a bullet. That's
the only way to do it now. We have got to
clean them out-as many as ,Ye can of them,
·
anyway."
Again the cavalrymen broke into a cheer. The
cool and easy ,vay in which the boy spoke encouraged them so much that they felt they c~uld
not possibly fail. A dozen of them were stationed upon the edge of the hollow, watching for th_e
redskins to show themselves. Yells from the direction of the spot where Hop had been surrounded told our friends that the Chinaman had been
captured, and that the redskins were jubilant
over it.
Never once did our hero think that they would
put the Chinaman to death right away, anyhow.
The Apaches were worked up to such a pitch that
nothing short of death by torture to a prisoner
would appease them now. This meant that they
might have time to rescue Hop before the worst
came. Fifteen minutes passed, and then the sol<liers on ,\'atch suddenly began to fire. Wild
quickly crept between the rocks to a spot from
which he might take an observation between the
trees. He saw probably as many as forty of the
Apaches creeping toward the camp. The rifles
of the cavalrymen cracked away, and when probably a dozen of them bit the dust the line was
broken right away, and the rest disappeared from
,iew.
"That's good, boys!" cried our hero. "Every
time they do that trick it will be to our advantage, for some of them will go under. I only
hope they'll keep it up all day long, and if they
do, I reckon there will be so few of them left
that we can charge them and put the finishing
touches to them."
For the next half hour nothing could be seen
of the Apaches. nor could any sounds be heard
that would indicate that they were anyw 1·
nat
close about. .,But our hero knew very w
tl,ey had not left the scene. That they were
. ,mply planning another attack he did not doubt.
When another half hour had passed a yell sounded from the Apaches, and then Jim Dart called
out that the whole band of redskins was advancing on h01·seback.
"Get ready, boys," called out our hero. "The
reel galoots mean to charge the camp this time.
Now is the supreme moment. If we can check
them and mow them down, I reckon everything
will be all right. Be sure not to waste a single
!Shot."
Yelling like fiends, the Apaches came galloping
toward the woods.

CHAPTER V.-The Apaches Are Beaten, But
Find Consolation.
The combined forces of the Apaches had settled upon making a grand charge upon Young
Wild West and the cavalrymen, and after having
given thorough instructions Creeping Horse took
his station in the rear, so he would stand a better chance of living, and be able to direet the
fight. He found that he could mu.ct'!; ab(lut a
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hundred and sixty braves, which told him that
nearly fo1·ty must have perished since the fight
began.
How they had got the arms and ammunition
they had was hard to tell, since Indians on reservations are not supposed to have the opportunity. But there was no doubt that they had been
furnished by some one who was violating the
government rules, for the sake of gain. Such
men have been frequently found in the service,
and probably they always will be. The arrival
of the hundred more warriors had been expected
by the chief, and when they came he meant to
make short work of the little band of cavalry
and those who had joined them.
But they had been met with such stubborn
resistance, and with such ·a loss of life as they
suffered, that the old chief decided there was but
one way to win, and that was to make one great
charge and take the camp. He gave the word
when everything was cocked and primed, and
then it was that the big band of painted savages rode out upon the plain and headed for the
woods at a mad gallop. Their fierce war cries
split the air, and one not used to hearing such
s;ounds would have probably become terror-stricken. But the brave band in the hollow, with grim
determination depicted on their faces, waited for
Young Wild West to give the word to fire.
The dashing young deadshot knew that in order to drive back the advancing redskins a fearful slaughter must take place. But what of
that? Were not the Apaches deserving of it?
They had left the reservation for the express
purpose of killing all the whites they came across,
and that meant that they must suffer what came
to them.
Not until the foremost line of the riding warriors was within a hundred yards of the camp
did the boy give the command to fire. Then the
carbines and the rifles of the cavalrymen and
our friends began cracking. Down went the
horses and riders, but on came the determined
Apaches. But as they drew nearer the fierce fire
was all the more telling. Horses and Indians
fairly fell in windrows, and unable to stand the
leaden hail, they were forced to withdra\\'. Arietta had taken her place right at the side of her
dashing young lover, and not until she had emptied the magazine of her rifle did she move away.
When she had fired the last shot she had the
satisfaction of knowin.e· that the Indians were
whipped-badly whipped.
They were fleeing right and left now, no doubt
puzzled at the extraordinary fight so few could
put up. Few bullets had been wasted, that was
certain. Out on the plain Creeping Horse sat
on the back of his horse like one stunned. He
could not understand it. But he had been wily
enough to keep well in the rear, and though he
had heard the hum of the bullets, he had escaped
being hit. When he saw his braves fleeing before the galling fire he know the battle was lost.
This meant that he must get them together and
make a fresh start. He signalled to the two
younger chiefs who had been in charge of two
of the divisions, and they at once tried to gather
their braves together.
They, too, had e~caped with their lives, and
this was a little consolation to the old chief. The
captured Chinaman had been taken into the
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woods near the spot where he had rescued Wild
and A1·ietta, and it was toward this point that the
chief led his scattered . forces. Creeping Horse
realized that he had lost ove1· fifty men since he
attacked the cavalry that morning. This was
quite enough to discourage an ordinary redskin,
but the fact that the old chief had been in so
many campaigns made him all the more determined to be revenged UP-On the palefaces who
had whipped him to a standstill. It took fully
half an hour to get all his warriors to the spot
where Hop had been left in charge of half a
dozen of the braves.
The Chinaman was bound tp a tree, and when
he saw the redskins gathering there he grew
frightened. All the time he had been expecting
some one to come to l,iberate him, but now it
looked as though it would be a hard matter to do
that. He had heard the shooting, of course, and
he had guessed that the Indians had met with
defeat. It was not until the old chief had talked
it over with the two younger ones for nearly
fifteen minutes that any particular attention was
paid to the Chinaman. Then Creeping Horse
strode over to the tree to which he was bound,
and after looking at him contemptuously for the
space of several seconds, he said:
''Ugh! Chinee no good. Me kill him!"
"Lat allee light, Misler Ledskin," retorted Hop,
in a voice that trembled slightly. "Me allee
samee goodee Chinee. Me no helpee if Young
Wild West and him cavalry allee samee shootee
um ledskins. Me no shootee. Me no havee um
bullets in my gun, so be."
It was then that one of the Indians who had
been guarding him ha.nch:'J: · the chief the oldfashioned six-shooter that Hop always carried
with him. \Vhen he had made an examination of
it and found that there were no bullets in the
chambers, Cree-ping Horse was compelled to believe that the Chinaman had spoken the truth.
"What Chinee do here?" he demanded, scowling fiercely at the prisoner.
"l\1e allee samee go with Young Wild West
to workee for him, so be," was the reply. "Me
no fightee. Me velly goodee Chinee."
The redskins had not taken anything more
than a knife and pistol from the Chinaman, so
in his pockets were the many little articles that
he used in performing . his magic tricks. Some
home-made firecracker s were there, too, for Hop
claimed to have been employed at a factory where
such things were made before he left China. The
money he had with him hidden on his person had
not been found, nor had his captors made a
search for it. All they seemed to want at the
time was to relieve him of his weapons and tie
him securely. The chief now pointed the big revolver at the prisoner and pulled the trigger.
Bang! As the report rang out Hop let out a
yell, though he was only slightly burned by the
powder, for there happened to be nothing but
powder in that particular chamber. In two or
three of them, however, colored fire had been
placed, as when a shot was fired a streak would
shoot out for several feet, and in the darkness
quite an effect would be the result. The chief
gave a grunt and tossed the weapon to the
ground at the Chinaman's feet.
"Heap much fool Chinee," he said. "No fight."
"Lat light, Misler Chief," Hop retorted, be-
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coming encouraged at the manner of the old
redskin. "Me velly goodee Chinee. You makee
my hands free and me allee samee showee you
sometling velly stlange. Me heap much medicine man, so be."
Creeping Horse looked at him in a scornful '
way, but noticing that the expression of the pris- '
oner's face was of a very earnest sort, he must
have decided to give him a chance to show what
he could do as a medicine man. Pulling a knife
from his belt, he stepped forward and quickly
severed the Chinaman's bonds.
"Chinee show what he can do," he said. "If
he no heap much medicine man me make my
braves put wood around him and set fire."
"Allee light," and Hop's spirits arose more
than eve1·.
The first thing he did after finding he had his
liberty was to bring worth a big, black cigar
from one of his many pockets. This he lighted
without delay and puffed away as though he was
merely an invited guest instead of a prisoner
condemned to death. The Indians gathered about.
looked surprised at this, for they had expected"'the prisoner to drop upon his knees and beg for
mercy. But Hop was not going to do anything-'
like that just then. He had what he had been
longing for ever since he fell into the power of
the savage band, which was the use of his hands
and feet.
He relied on his cleverness t::> get him out of
th~ scrape he was in, and he was going to show
the redskins something they had never seen before. In bis glib way he proceeded to relate all
about his wonderful uncle in China, taking pains
to impxess it on the minds of his hearers that he
was just ~s smart as his uncle, and that the Emperor of China had given him a million dollars
because he was so smart and clever. While he
was talking he got hold of a little vial of grayish powder that was in one of his pockets, and
as he used his hands in emphasizing what he
said he sprinkled the powder in a circle about .,him.
This peculiar powder was of a very powerfu.1,.nature, and it was often used by the Chinaman'""'·
in order to mystify a party he was entertaining.
But just now he proposed to make it answer the
purpose of escape. Satisfied that the powder had
been sprinkled entirely about him in a circle, the
clever Chinaman nodded at the chief and observed:
"Now, len, you watchee and me showee you
sometling you never see before, so be."
By this time the redskins had formed in a close
circle about him, and in order to get through
their ranks he would have to show considerable
tact. But Hop picked out the weakest part of
the circle, and then he let his cigar drop to the
ground, apparently, as if by accident. But it was
done intentionally, of course, and when he stooped to pick it up he took occasion to touch the
lighted end of the powder he had spread about :r
him. There was a sharp hissing sound and then
a burst of flame encircled him. This died away
almost instantly, and in its place arose a dense
smoke that completely enveloped the Chinaman's
form. It was but natural that the redskins
should draw back in astonishment. They were
a superstitious lot, anyhow, and many of them
thought the Chinaman was actually burning up.
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"Hip hi!" shouted the Chinaman from the
smoke. "Watchee me! Me allee samee go light
up and len fly to China."
Every eye was turned toward the sky the moment the words came from his lips. But nothing
(¥oold be seen of the Chinaman. The smoke hung
there for perhaps ten seconds, and then it gradually began to disperse. As it grew thinner the
old chief stepped closer to it and tried to find
the clever Chinaman. But not a sign of him
could he see. Not until the smoke had almost
disappeared did the redsld.ns realize that Hop
was no longer there. The fact was that the very
moment the smoke was the most dense Hop had
dropped to the ground and crawled away, almost
touching some of the astonished Indians as he
did so.
But luck was with him, as it generally was,
and he succeeded in getting among the bushes
long before the smoke was wafted away by the
light breeze that sprang up. The Chinaman was
now quite at ease, and, taking the first horse that
he came to, he led it away in the direction of the
open prairie. Not until he reached the edge of
the woods did he mount, and then with a broad
~in on his yellow face, he waved a mock farewell at his late captors and rode off in the direction of the camp in the hollow. Meanwhile the
Indians were in a very angry state. Not one of
them had the least idea what had become of the
Chinaman. He had promised to show them something they had never seen before, and he certainly had kept his word.
"Ugh!" uttered Creeping Horse. "Chinee very
much medicine man. Heap much smart."
In a few minutes he came to the conclusion
that his late prisoner must be somewhere in
hiding close by, so he gave the order for a thorough search to be made. This was done, but with
the result that nothing could be found that would
indicate the presence of the Chinaman. Then
the old chief flew into a rage, and for the next
ten minutes he talked at a great rate, blaming
the disappearance of the prisoner to those who
had been standing around.
•· 'But the most of the braves were of the firm
opinion that the Chinaman had gone up to the
sky with the smoke, as he said he would do.
Creeping Horse had certainly met with several
setbacks that morning, and he was still a long
way from getting his revenge upon the palefaces.
However, he listened to the advice of the two
younger chiefs, and the result was that they all
mounted their horses a little later and rode to
the other side of the woods, where the ground
was broken and hilly, as has already been stated.
They had barely emerged from the woods when
they saw two wagons approaching. They had
tops on them similar to the old-fashioned prairie
schooner, and each was drawn by four horses.
The Indians knew right away that it must be
some palefaces who were moving to another sec- tion of the country for the purpose of settling
there, and elated at the prospect of making them
prisoners and taking possession of their goods,
they started for them at a mad gallop. They
did not utter their fierce yells, however, as
they !mew they would be likely to attract the
attention of Young Wild West and the cavalry,
and they did not want to be interfered with in
their raid upon the unsuspecting travelers.
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_The two wagons were less than a quarter o
mile from the woods when the Indians burst
into view, and the drivers, realizing the danger
that threatened them, whipped the horses into a
run. They could not escape from Creeping Horse
and his savage band, for the Indians were gaining rapidly upon them. Tied to the last wagon
was a cow, and this somewhat impeded the progress of the frightened travelers. Though the
Indians waved their weapons frantically, they
did not let out a yell yet.
Chief C1·eeping Horse passed the word for not
a shot to be fired, and for no noise to be made.
Gradually the fiends drew around their prey, and
when they found themselves hemmed in completely the men driving the horses slowed down
and brought them to a walk. They did not open
fire, though they had guns, as the redskins could
see. But this was probably due to the fact that
the Apaches did not yell and shoot at them. It
might have been that the travelers hoped it was
only a joke. But if they did, they soon found
out their mistake. Creeping Horse rode up and
commanded them to halt.
"Palefaces all come out of wagons and stand
up in a "row," he said threateningly.
Then it turned out that there were but two
men and two women and two infant children in
the party. The wagons contained a few housel1old effects which they were moving to the gold
diggings near Prescott. They were young people, too, and when they found that the hostile
redskins meant to clean them out and perhaps
kill them they were not a little frightened. The
wives began to cry and the two babies joined in.
This seemed to delight the braves of Creeping
Horse, and they soon began dancing about their
victims, singing a crooning song that was common to their people. Creeping Ho1·se made an
inspection of all that was in the wagon, and
when he had finished he turned to the two drivers and said fiercely:
"Why you no got some firewater?"
"We don't need any," replied one of them.
"Neither of us drink it."
"Ugh! Palefaces heap much fools! No got
firewater. They will die by torture. Their
squaws and babies will be killed, too. The ·
Apaches no want them."
This was too much for the two young men
who had undertaken the trip across the mountains and plains, in the hope of bettering their
condition of life. They broke down and began to
plead with the villainous redskins. But this was
what they wanted, and the savage band began
dancing about them, menacing them with their
knives. The two women began screaming at the
top of their voices now, and forgetful of the fact
that Young Wild West and the cavalry were ~o
near, the Apaches began to regular war dance,
yelling at the top of their voices.

CHAPTER VI.-On the Trail of the Apaches.
Hop rode into the camp as proud as a peacock.
The clever Chinaman felt proud over having
made his escape from the redskins in such an
easy way. Young Wild West and his partners
had seen him coming, and as he rode into the
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.r and dismounted they at once ran to g-reet
uun.

"How in thunder did you get away, Hop'?"
asked the scout, who was 1·er.lly delighted to see
him back safe and sound.
"Me allee samee fool um ledskins, Misler Charlie," was the reply. "Me play um i,moke tlick.
Me tellee um ledskins to lookee up at um sky
and len me crawl out um smoke and get allee
sainee in um bushes. Len me takee horse and
lide allee samee Sammee Hill. Me velly smartee
Chinee, so be."
Everybody was interested, and many questions
were asked the Chinaman. He answered them
all, and when he told that the whole band of Indians had gathered about a mile away, the cavalrymen were more than pleased. They still had
an idea that the most of them were lurking
about behind the trees.
"I think it will be a good idea to gather up
the weapons of the dead ones," said Lieutenant
Slavin, turning to Wild. "Don't you think so?"
"Yes, was the reply. "\Vhile we don't need
them, there is no use letting the redskins come
back and get them."
So the lieutenant quickly selected half a dozen
men and sent them out. They were not long in
covering the ground completely, and though they
had to make more than one trip to do it, they
brought in all the rifles, revolvers and knives that
were to be found around and near the bodies of
the slain redskins. This had barely been done
when faint yells could be heard as thoug·h coming from a distance. \,Vi!d at once held up his
hand for silence, and then he was not long· in
making out the warwhoops of the Indian£:.
"Boys," said he to his partners, "I reckon
something is up. The redskins have struck ~ome
other game. Th0,;e cries come from a pretty
good distance--about a couple of miles, I should
think. But they mean something. I reckon we
had better go and investigate. Get your horse:;."
Charlie and Jim did not need to be told a second time. They at once ran to where the horses
were tied to the trees, and in a very short time
they were mounted and riding behind the da,;hing young deadshot. Wild cautioned the re~t to
stay right ·where they ,Yere until they heard from
him. It was easy to locate the direction the
sounds came from, so our three friends rode on
through the woods as fast as they could go. As
they reached the ed~e on the other side they !'<,nv
the whole band of Apaches gathered a short di<:tance away. Then they could see the two co,·ered wagons that had been seen by the Indians,
and they soon understood what was up.
"Don't let them see us, boys," cautioned our
hero. "They have altcgether too many for us to
go out and tackle. They have made a capture,
it seems, and if we expect to be of any scn·ice to
the:r victims we have to go about it with caution. We couldn't do them a bit of gooii if we
were to ride out and open fire upon the scoundrels, for that would only make them all the
more against us."
Dismounting, they kept just within the border
of the woods and watched what was going on.
The distance was not very great, so they could
easily see the prisoners the Apaches had taken.
"Two young wcmf'n with babies!" exclaimed
lhe scout, shaking his head. "That's what I call
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I hope the measly coyotes don't hurt

. ··There are b,·o men, ant! that's all I can see,"
Jun Dart spoke up. "Probably they are just two
£amilie,; \\'ho are making their way across the
p\ain,; to. some place, most likely the gold dig·-,
gmgs. 1\ O\\ and then we run acros,; such peo~
ple."
\Vild not!ded at this. That was ju~t the way
he was thinking. But he Wal'; also thinking of ~
way to save the pri,-oner,:. He kne\\' Yery well
Creeping Hor;,;e and his crowd of warriors would
take pos$ession of everything the travelel's had,
and perhaps bul'n theil' \i ictims at the stake if
fo1· nothing mol'e than safa.;faction for ·what had
happeneJ to them that day. They waited here
for a fe\\' minute:;, and then they saw the Indians
mount 'their horses and start off towa1·J the hills
that lay fiye miles away to the north, taking· the
two wagons and the prisoners with tltem.
. "I reckon_ that means that they've given up the
idea of trymg to rout u out," said the dashing
young deadshot, a smile showing on his face'·Well, if they have given up the idea of getting
us, we have not g·iven up the idea of getting
them. Boys, we haYe got to clean that gang~~
out, and that's all there is to it. \,\'e must not
let them harm a hair on the heads 0£ the pl'isoners they h:-.ve taken, either. Come on back
to the camp. \,\"e'll get the cavalry to come here
to the edg·e of the wood,:, and when the redskins
haYe di,-appcared OYer the hills yonder we'll take
·
the trail."
The three lost no time in riding back throu..,.h
the woods, and when they reported what th';;y
had seen the cavalrymen we 1 ·e eager to g·et at the
redskin ~. The girls we1·e much interested when
they heard that there were two babies among
tho::;e who had been captured, and they declared
that no time should be lost in saving them.
'·Well, I hardly think the galoots will hurt the
babies or the women," "'ilt! answered. "Just
keep cool, girls. So long as they don't attempt,.
to put the two men to death very soon, everything will be all right. \Ve'll strike l'ight out on.
the tl?il, and if we don't .P:ive the Apaches a big
surprise before they al'e <hne with this business,
my name is not Young· Wi!J \Ye;;t."
The caxal1·ymen responded with a cheer, although not so loud th::it there wa,: any danger of
the Apache,: hearing it. Tf they ha,! not been
ready to place full confidence in Young Wild
West \\'he11 he fii·st as,;umed command of them,
they were now. More than ihfl.t, they were readv
to do anything he said, no matter how much risk
there was attached to it. It wus not long before
the camp was broken. and all hand,; were re:.-.dy
to sti·ike out after the A p·tches. Throug·h the
woods they rode, Young· \\'il<l w·est and the second lieutenant in the lead.
As they reached the other ~ide of the woods
the Indians were out of sight, haYing gone below
the hills. Wild quickly selected ;.\ good spot to
head for, so they might keep out of Yiew of
Creeping Hor!'e and his band. It was a little to
the ri.ght of where he had seen them heading
for, but there were plenty of hills and gullies
there. Cautioning the cavalrymen to be as quiet
as posi,ible, he !'trnck liis course, and then they
galloped along·. The two Chinamen \\"ere br;ng-
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ing up the rear, as usual, and with them were
four men who were in charge of the body of the
slain lieutenant.
CHAPTER VIL-Wild in the Indian Camp.
As they drew near the hills they were heading
for, Young ·wild West and the cavalrymen grew
more cautious. The young deadshot passed the
word, and then the horses were brought down to
a walk. They had left the trail the Indians made
as they went away with their prisoners, and now
were pushing off to the right. It was high noon
when they reached a hollow between the hills,
where the ground was very rocky and the vegetation scarce.
"I reckon we'll stop here for a while," said
Wild. "I have an idea that the redskins have
not gone very far, and that they are camped
somewhere within easy distance of here. We'll
soon find out."
. He then called Cheyenne Chal'lie, and the two
'started to ascend the larger of the hills. Before
they reached the top of it, they found that our
'fflrero was correct in his idea that the Indians
were near at hand. Less than a mile off to the
left they saw them camped at the edge of a
little grove. The "b.v-o wagons were there, too,
which showed that Creeping Horse meant to keep
them, for a while, anyhow. As the two took a
careful look they saw the two male prisoners
tied to trees, but their wives and babies were
nowhere to be seen. But Wild and Charlie knew
very well that the Indians had not harmed them.
If they harmed any one it would be the two men.
"\,Vell, Charlie," said the dashing young deadshot, as l1e gave a nod of satisfaction, "I reckon
it wouldn't be a very bad job to get over there.
There are just about enough hills and hollows
and clumps of bushes and rocks near _u s to work
our way along nicely. We'll go down, so I can
_,, give 01·ders to Jim and the cavalrymen, and then
we'll strike out over there and find out just what
the situation is."
''Right yer are, Wild," answered the scout, who
always agreed with everything the boy said.
Back they went, and, reaching those below,
Wild quickly told them that he wanted them to
stay where they were.
"It may be," he added, "that the Apaches will
1·emain over there for a while. Maybe all day,
and to-night, too. It seems to be a pretty good
sort of a place they have struck, and if they have
any intention .of getting after us again they
won't go any farther away."
"That's quite reasonable," answered Lieutenant
Slavin. "We are under your orders, Young Wild
\Vest, so all you have to do is to give them."
"\Vell, in case anything should happen that we
don't get back as soon as you think we ought to,
Jim will tell you what to do," and our hero nod~ ded toward his partner, Jim Dart.
"Very well. He will find us ready to do as he
directs."
Wild now turned to Arietta and cautioned her
not to leave the camp. She promised him she
would not unless she thought it an extreme necessity, which meant that in case anything happened to him she would be the one to try and
1·escue him. Wild did not tell Hop not to leave
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the camp, for he could not see anything of him
just then. But the chances are that he would
not have given such orders, anyhow, as he knew
the Chinaman to be such a lucky fellow, and that
he came in very handy sometimes. The distance
being less than a mile, Wild and Charlie meant
to go on foot. It would hardly have done for
them to go with the horses, as they would surely have been seen by the redskins before they got
halfway to the grove. By going on foot they
could creep over the open spots and thus keep
from being observed.
They did not mount the hill from which they
had taken the observation, but one around it to
the left. Sticking to the gullies as much as they
could, they proceeded along until they had covered about half the distance. Then it was that
they had to be very careful, for they were getting on dangerous ground. But so used to scouting after hostile Indians were they that they
never once feared the outcome.
In the night time they would have had little
or no difficulty in getting right to the camp, but
as the sun was shining brightly and the air was
as clear as it could be, the least exposure they
might make of themselves might be the means of
letting the Apa<;hes know they were coming. It
was rather slow work now, for they had to do
lots of creeping and dodging among the rocks
and bushes. But Wild knew if they could only
get a quarter of a mile farther they would have
it easy, for then they would be in a place where
the bushes were thicker and the rocks and hollows more numerous.
"Take it easy, Cha1·lie," he said, in a low tone
of voice. "There's no particular hurry about this.
I suppose you're getting a little hungry, but I
reckon we can wait until we get through with
this job."
"Oh, I kin wait all 1ight," the scout assured
him. "I don't want ter eat anything until I
know there's a good chance ter save them prisoners the redskins have got. You keep right on,
Wild; I'll be right at yer heel<;, an' you kin bet
on that."
Considering their ages, one would have been
apt to think that the scout should be the lender,
but after having known them a while a different decision would have been made. Wild was a
real leader, while Charlie was but a follower who
was ready to do anything his leader told him.
On they went, being very careful, and at the expiration of ten minutes the dangerous spot had
~een crossed. The scout breathed a si1rh of relief, for he knew as well as the boy leading him
that it had been quite a risk they had taken.
But now it was different. All they had to do
was to proceed without making any noise. They
could walk the most of the wav. with ·no possible
chances of being seen, unless it might be that an
Indian had ascended one of the trees for the purpose of keeping a watch. But even if this was
the case the chances are that the redskin would
not think of looking in that direction. He would
be more likely to center his gaze in the direction
of the timber where they had left our friends
and the cavalry. In less than two minutes after
they reached the spot they considered it safe to
move faster as they could hear the guttural voices
of the Apaches as they conversed in their camp.
As they moved along they soon came to a little
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brook which flowed from the direction of the
camp they were trying to reach.
"I reckon they mean to stop here for a while,
Charlie," whispered our hero, as he nodded toward the brook. "They have found water here,
and it's hardly likely that they'll go any farthe~.
I know Apaches well, and so do you. They don t
want to go away without having another try at
us. Their intention probably is to wait tmtil
to-night, and then sneak up to our camp, which
they think is still located in the timber, and then
attack us and catch us napping."
"That's jest about ther size of it, Wild!" exclaimed the scout. "But I reckon there ain't no
Apache Injuns as could fool us. We have had
too much d·ealin's with ther red g·aloots for that."
"Well, now what we want is to find out what
they mean to do with their prisoners. We must
get· up close enough to hear what they are talking about. If they mean to torture and kill them
they will probably wait until to-night, for redskins generally like to do their fiendish work in
the firelight. If we find that such is the case, I
reckon we won't have much trouble in saving
them, for as soon as it gets dusk we will bring
our Crad Cavalry here and make an attack on
them. It may be that some lives will be lost if
we do this, but the chances must be taken, for
the lives of women and babies are at stake."
"I reckon there ain't one of ther cavalrvmen
as won't be willin' to make ther attack, Wild."
and the scout shook his head as though he felt
certain of it.
Wild was of the same opinion, so there was
nothing to bother him on that score. The two
now continued creeping - nearn to the Indian
camp. In two minutes more thev were danqerouslv close to it. The Apache chief lrn.d 1JostPd
guai·ds around the c::imp, even though it looked
hardly necessary. There were four of them, RS
far as our friends could see, and they were stalking back i>nd forth after the fashion of disciplined soldiers. Wild watched his chance, and
then bidding the scout to come on, he c~·ept
through the line of the guards and got nght
among the trees. Not a sound did either of the
two make, and once - among the trees, they felt
comparatively safe. All the:7 had to do now was
to move about fifty feet farther and they would
be right where they wanted t<> g-et. Once ~h_ere,
they settled down into as c.-,mfort::ible positions
as possible, and waited and listened.
It did not take them long to decjde that the
Indians meant to make the spot then· headquarters for some time. The few teepees they had
brought with them when they broke away from
the reservation were erected, and before the larger of these sat old Creeping Horse and the two
young chiefs. They werE: all s~nkirig long-stemmed pipes and were talkmg seriously.
Wild a~d Charlie could net hear what they
were saying, for they were speaking in low !ones
and in their own language. Not that our fnends
could not understand the lin~·o of the Apaches,
for they could, quite well. They could speak the
Sioux language fluently, and as they had been
in the -Southwest so much, it had been easy for
them t., pick up a lot of the Apache tongue.
The)' soon saw that the two women with the
babier ·mre confined in a teepee that was not far
distan; trom the chief's. Through the opening
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they could see one of the \\'omen, and her pale
face and frightened look m~de them feel great
pity foi- her. She was holding l1er baby close
to her breast, as though she feared that at any
moment it might be taken away from her and
ruthlessly killed by the red demons who had cap,
tured them. Two braves were stationed befo,·~
the teepee, no doubt for the purpose of guarding those in side it. As Wild took a look at the
surrounding·s it occurred to him that it would be
no great feat for him to creep up to the teepee
and give those inside tbe assurance that they
would soon be saved. Once he got this in his
head he was not long in deciding to make the attempt.
"Clrnxl!e," he whi spe1·ed, "I'm going to creep
around to the hack of that teepee and let them
kn<>w that help is near. You stay right here,
and don't you m0ve from the spot until I come
back, unless something should happen to me.
Then you will use your own judgment as to what
you should do."
"All right, \Vild," nodded the scout.
\Vithout waiting a minute, our hero started to
carry out what he had in mind to do. Being·
inside the guard line, it was not a difficult taski'
for him to move along through the bushes and
around the trees, so he made nretty good headway. Before getting to the place he was aiming for, however, he came very close to some of
the braves more than once.
Bnt that w~s n".lthing. So long as thev did not
see him, everything was all right. At length he
found himself right at the rear of the teepee,
with the Indians less than twenty feet from him.
But it happened that there were none behind that
particular teepP.e, so he had his own way about
it. He listened for a moment, and hearing the
two women talking in low, frightened voices. he
drew his knife from the sheath and started to
cut a slit in the skin the teepee was made of. So
carefully did he work that not even those inside
were aware that anything was being done to the.
teepee. When he l1ad cut for fully a foot in one '
straight line, the boy started to make a cross cut.
He succeeded in doing this without hearing an:9'(
thing that would indicate that the two women
knew what was n·oing on. Then he took the end
of the piece he had cut loose and pulled it outward.
Having done this, he pressed his face close to
the aperture and was looking squarely at the inmates. But even then they did not see him, for
they were not looking that way.
"Keep cool; don't make a sound!" he whisperecl.
They saw that the face at the aperture belonged to one of their own race, and this probably helped to calm them somewhat.
"Help is near," went on t he boy coolly and in
a low whil:per. "Keep up your courage. A troop
of cavalry is not far distant, and though the redskins outnumber them greatly, we will save you.
I am Young Wild West."
One of the two women seemed to be more calm
than the other, and she at once leaned toward the
boy and whispered:
"Thank you for coming and giving us h_ope.
Oh, if you only could save us! The In_dians
mean to kill our husbands. They have said so,
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and when the sun sets they are to be burned
aliYe."
"Don't you worry about anything like that
happening," Wild assured her, in his cool and
way. "I am glad to hear that they are g?ing to wait until sunset before they do then·
fiendish work. But they'll never do that. I
promise you that, and when I make a promise I
always make it a point to keep it. With a partner I have managed to creep here to the camp
of the redskins, and now that I have got here I
reckon I'll try and get you two women and your
babies away. If you will do exactly as I say, and
not get frightened, I'll guarantee to do so."
The woman who had addressed him quickly assured him that she would do exactly as she was
told. But the other was so much agitated that
for the space of a minute or tv.•o she could not
settle down to anything like calmness. Wild
called her to him, and when he had assured her
over and over again that he would save her, as
well as the two men who were tied to trees a
tliort distance away, she finally grew calm
ough to permit him to go ahead with the
~heme he had formed in his mind. He now used
his knife to good advantage and cut a portion of
the back of the teepee out.
"See here," he whispered to the woman w}.io
had spoken first to him. "You look exactly m
the direction I am pointing, and then I want you
to crawl out of the teepee and creep along there.
Don't make a sound yourself, and try to keep
the baby silent. If it goes to cry out, put your
hand over its mouth. You must do that, even
though you think it is cruel. Now, then, are you
ready?"
"Yes," was the trembling reply.
The next minute the woman pushed through
the opening, and with her baby held tightly to
he1· breast, she headed in the directioTl the boy
had instructed her to take. Wild waited until
,he saw her disappear behind a clump of bushes
some fifty feet distant, and then he called the
ther woman.
, As she had been watching her companion until
she disappeared, it was easy for her to understand what she should do. But Wild told her
exactly as he had told the other, and cautioned
her not to let the baby cry out. Then she came
out and crept silently away. Then Wild started
after them. But as luck would have it, just then
an Indian came around to the back of the teepee. He saw the daghing young deadshot, and
before Young Wild West could seize him, he uttered a yell of warning to his companions.

•Y

CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Comes to the Rescue
Again.
Wild knew he was in for it, but he meant to
try and Jet the women get away, just the same.
"Run!" he shouted to them. ''Turn to your
left, and you will meet some one who will take
care of you."
He shouted the words right in the face of the
redskin who had discovered him, for he did not
mean to let him know that the captive;;; had escaped from the teepee. Then he dealt the fellow
a blow that f'ent him to the ground. It all hap-
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pened in a second, but the Indian's cry of warning had set the camp astir, and the next thing
our hero knew he was surrounded. Weapons
were turned upon him from every direction, but
that did not stop him. Bending his head, he
made a bolt between one of their legs. The redskin went flying and landed upon his head. Wild
did not shoot, for he knew that would not betterhis chances any. The Apaches no doubt recognized him, and they wanted to take him alive.
This meant that they would do nothing more
than to catch him; and if he could possibly break
through their ranks he might stand a chance ot
getting away.
But really the best part of it was that they
had no idea that the women had left the teepee.
Wild was much pleased at this, for he did uot
think his own position so dangerous. The red
fiends would uot put him to death right away,
even if they got him. They got him all right,
for though he made a valiant dash to get
throug·h, it was far more than a human being
could do. As soon as he found it was useless he
ceased struggling, and then with exultant cries,
the Apaches disarmed him and dragged him
over to where the other two captives were bound
to the trees. Creeping Horse was there to receive him, and the face of the villainous old chief
lit up with delight.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed. "Young Wild West come
back again."
"That's right, Creeping Horse. I couldn't keep
away from you, which shows I am very much interested in you."
The boy spoke as coolly as though there was
not the least danger threatening him. The old
chief laughed harshly.
"Young Wild West heap much smart," he exclaimed. "He think so, but he find out that
Creeping Horse know more than he do. Creeping Horse like the paleface boy so well that he
will burn him alive when the sun sets."
"All right. Go ahead and do it. You will find
that I won't show the white feather. I am not
that sort of a boy, you know."
"Young Wild West heap much fool."
"Maybe I am. But I can't help it. If I am
a fool, I was born that way."
This cool way of talking tantalized the chief
not a little. The boy was not acting the way his
other prisoners had done, and that made him
more desirous than ever of marking his punishment all the more tenible.
"Young Wild West kill many Apaches, and he
shall suffer before he dies! He shall die as many
as ten deaths."
"All right. Go ahead and kill me right a,,·ay.
I don't like to wait."
A crafty smile crept over the face of the chief.
He thought the boy was weakening, and that he
wanted it over with as soon as possible. But
that was where he made a big mistake. \Yild
was simply making him believe that way, ~o he
might be held a prisone1· longer. Creeping Hori:,e
gave orders that he be tied to a tree near the
other prisoners. When this was done, Wild took
a good look at his companions in mise·· y. ne
saw that they were in a very dejected state, bui
not entirely disheartened.
"Take it easy, boys," he Faid coolly. "\Ve arc
not dead yet; and lots can happen before night.'
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"I ain't think.in' so much of myself as I am
fer my wife an' baby," one of them answered, as
the tears came in his eyes.
"Well, don't worry about them. They are all
right."
"All right!" spoke up the other man. "You
don't think they are all right, when they are in
the power of these red scoundrels, d~ you?"
.
"Never mind about that. You Just take it
easy."
There was something in the way the boy spoke
that caused the two men to look at him keenly.
They did not know that the two women had escaped from the teepee, and neither did the redskins themselves. When fully ten minutes had
passed since the time he was caught our hero
was sure that the women had found Ch~rlie, and
that he had taken them to safety. But 1f he had
done this the scout would surely come back
again. Tbat was as sure as the sun was shi_:q.
ing. On the whole, Wild was quite well satisfied with what had been accomplished. Suddenly a shout sounded from one of the guar1s, It
came from the direction Wild and Charhe had
followed to get to the camp. Wild knew right
away what it meant. The escaping women had
been seen. This was indeed the fact. In less
than ten seconds the camp was in a ;worse uproar t.h.an it had been when the dashmg young
deadshot had been made a prisoner. Even the
old chief ran to see what was taking place. He
was in time to see the two women, with their
babies in their arms, disappear behind a pile of
rocks a quarter of a mile away. A dozen or more
Apaches were after them on foot. Creeping
Horse was satisfied that they would soon be
caught and brought back, so he turned and walked to the spot where the captives were.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed savagely, as he looked at
our hero. "Young Wild West heap much smart.
He make the paleface women get away."
"That's right, chief; that's what I came here
for," was the calm retort.
"But they no get very far. Creeping Horse's
braves are swift runners. They will soon catch,"
"Well, I hope they don't catch them. I took
quite a risk to get here and set them free, and I
don't want to see them caught again."
The husbands of the escaping women looked
amazed, for they now realized that the boy p.ad
managed to release those they were so anxious
about. They started to question Wild about it,
but the chief cut them short.
.
"The paleface dogs must keep still I" he grunted, tapping the hilt of his hunting knife threateningly. "Too much talk.".
.
"Creeping Horse don't hke to hear that kind
of talk boys," Wild hastened to say. "He is very
angry 'because the women have got away."
This so enraged the chief that he made a savage kick at the helpless b_oy. But Wil~ managed
to draw himself to one side and the kick landed
against the tree. Then he laughed at the old
villain. If a rifle shot had not sounded just then,
it is hard telling what Creeping Horse might
nave done to our hero. But the moment the shot
~ame to his ears he ran to the edge of the little
grove. He was just in time to see the braves
who had started in pursuit of the fleeing women
'bonninl? for cover. Crang! Another report rang
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out and one of them dropped before his very
eyes.
The shot was fired at long 1·ange, and when
Creeping Horse saw whe1·e it had come from he
shrugged his shoulders. He knew very well that
an excellent marksman had fired the shot, ancP'
that meant one of the friends of Young Wild
West was the responsible party. Things were
not looking very bright. But Creeping Horse
quickly gave orders for a hundred of his braves
to mount their horses and ride out to get the
two women, and to kill all who opposed them.
Wild understood the order, though it was given
in the language of the Apaches. A smile crept
over the boy's handsome face, for he knew that
the redskins would meet with a very warm reception if they went that way.
The cavalry were ensconced in just as good a
place as they had been when the former attacks
were made. Wild did not doubt that they would
hold the spot and level the yelling horde of red
demons as fast as they came up. It was not long
before the fighting braves were riding from the
camp toward the group of hills. Less than sixty
were left at the camp, and several of them were
wounded. The chief did not go. Probably h~
had experienced quite enough to make him feel
that it was safer for him to remain away from
the fighting.
He strode up and down before the teepee,
smoking hard upon his pipe. He did not pay any
attention to the three captives, though there were
half a dozen of the Indians watching them closely. Wild coolly began questioning the two men.
He learned that their names were Norwell and
Madden and that they had lived near Silver
City, but had taken the notion to travel by wagon
to a mining camp close to Prescott.
They had got almig all right until that morning, when they were attacked by the Apaches and
made prisoners. Though they had lived in that
part of the country all their lives, it was the
first time they had ever experienced anything
like that. They had heard considerable about
Young Wild West and his friends, so they said".
and they were more than glad that he had come
to help them.
"Well, I reckon you'll get out of this scrape all
right," our hero said confidently. "I managed to
get your wives away from the redskins, anyhow, and that is one thing you should feel thankful for. They must be with my friends and the
cavalry by this time. You can bet they are safe.
In a few minutes you will hear guns banging
away merrily, and you can bet that the Indians
will be getting their medicine. They have lost
nearly a fourth of their number now. You can
rest assured that my partners and the Crack
Cavalry they have to back them will attend to the
redsldns in good shape."
It was not long before the sounds of firing in
the distance came to their ears. A smile came
over our hero's face when he saw how uneasy
the Apaches looked. The firing was in volleys,
and that meant that the cavalry was at wo1·k.
Those left to guard the three prisoners moved
away from the spot, in order to get a look at
what was going on. The moment he found they
were not being closely watched any longer our
hero put up a struggle to free his hands. Buthe found that he was bound so tightly that it
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was useless to waste hi ;:: i;frcngth . But just then
somethin g happene d that he hardly expected . The
tree to which he was bound had branches hanging pretty low, and from one of them a human
form suddenly dropped. It was Hop Wah! Just
how the clever Chinama n had got there, Wild
could only guess ; but there he was, and he held
a knife in his hand, too. Without loss of time,
Hop cut the dashing young deadsho t loose. Then
he turned his attention to the other two captiveo:,
and they were liberated almost before they had
time to realize it.
"\Ye gittee way allee samee velly muchee quick,
so be!" whispere d the clever Celestial.
Wild saw the weapon s that had been taken
from him lying before the teepee of the chief.
There was no one there now, and he felt determined to gain possessio n of them. He started
for the teepee, and not knowing what else to do,
the two men followed him. Hop shot a glance
around and, finding that the only way that seemed clear was in that direction , he, too, stepped
..-that way. ·wild got his weapons , and so did
Norwell and Madden. Then finding that they
must get out of sight in a hurry, our hero gave
the word, and they all slipped imide the teepee.
It really was about the safest place they could
get just then, though one would hardly think so.
But they had barely got inside when Creeping
Horse came back from the edge of the grove. He
looked at the spot where the prisoner s had been
left, and then he uttered a shout that brought
the redskins to him from every direction .
"I reckon somethin g will happen mighty quick,
boys," sa id Young Wild West. "Just keep quiet.
We'll get the best of them yet."

CHAPT ER IX.-An Exciting E scape.
Thet'e was hardly more than room in the teepee for the four who had gathered there in such
haste. But they managed to keep away from
:.C the opening-, so they could not be seen by the
Indians.
"You fellow s crouch clo:,e to the floor, and be
sure that you have your revolver s ready to shoot
when the time comes,"' said Wild, in a whisper.
"Allee li ght," answered Hop, as lie took one of
the home-ma de fhecrack ers he was famous for
from his pocket and held it in his hand ready to
light.
Norwell and Madden tightly clutched their revolvers. The fact that they had been cut loo:rn
from the trees they had been bound to, and now
had Yoi; .g Wild West to lead them, made them
feel that they had a good chance to get away
from the redskins . There was much exciteme nt
about the etrees the three had been tied to, and
Wild, who was keeping a close watch on their
moveme nts, could see that old Creeping Horse
was in a terrible rage.
Meanwh ile the firing had died out, which showeJ that the Indians who had gone in pursuit of
the two women must l1ave been repulsed by the
cavalry. As soon as the chief could gather his
scattered senses he ordered a thorough search to
be made of the Yicinity. The braves went hither
and thither, for they thought it could not be possible tlrnt the three had got far from the camp.
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When he saw that they were doing as he told
them, Creeping Horse turned his steps toward
the teepee. Wilct was expectin g he would do this,
and in a low voice he said to his compani ons:
;,Keep perfectly silent. Don't do a thing until
I tell you. I'll take care of the chief."
Creeping. Horse strode toward the teepee, his
face almost black with passion. So many defeats
had he suffered that day that it was quite enough
to up~et any ordinary person, much less the terrible Indian chief, who had been through so many
hard caJl'}paigns. Then he stooped to enter. The
very instant his head came through the opening
Wild caught him by the throat. So tightly did
he clutch him that the chief could not utter anything more than a gurgling gasp, and before he
knew what had happene d to him he was dragged
into the teepee.
"Jm:t tie his hands," said the dashing young
dcadsho t coolly.
Hop and Norwell lost not a second in doing it.
They clutched the chief's arms securely , and
then a rope was soon passed about his wrists and
securely tied.
''Now, then, a gag," said the boy. "If you don't
hurry aEO'ut it he will be dead, for I have got a
grip on him tJrnt has shut off his wind completely."
A strip was quickly tom from a blanket that
lay in the teepee, and a gag was soon accomplished. Then more rope was used, and the result was that the terrible Apache chief was as
helpless as an infant.
"I reckon we have got you all right, old fellow," said Wild, as he looked at him and smiled.
"I'll bet you wish you had never left the reserYation and started on the warpath . By the time
we get through with you and your gang there
won't be many left, Creefiing Horse. You're oH
enough to know better. You don't stand any
more show with the paleface s than a buck stands
at knocking a train from the railroad track."
The chief could not make any reply, but he
flashed a glance of defiance at the boy. One
thing about him was that he would not beg for
mercy, even if he had the use of his tongue. That
was not the ·way of the Apar.hes. They always
took their medicine without a murmur . Wild
knew that none of the other Indians would he
apt to come to the teepee very soon, so he watched until a good chance showed iti"elf, so they
mig-ht leave it and get back to their friends.
But luck was not altogeth er with them just
then, for suddenly a shout went up from the edge
of the grove and the next minute half a dozen of
the braves appeared , dragging with them a white
man. It was Cheyenn e Charlie!
The moment our hero recogniz ed him his face
turned pale. After what they had accompli shed
to haYe the scout fall into the hands of the demons was certainly galling.
"They have got Charlie, Hop," he said, as he
looked at the Chinama n, who was crouchin g close
to the helpless chief. "That's what I call too
bad."
"Lat velly muchee bad, so be, l\Iisler \\'iid."
answere d the chinama n, shaking his head. "Me
comee flom um camp and me findee Misler Charlie after me allee :::amee see um Melican ladies
on i;m light tlack, ~o ley gettee to our camp. Me
tellee him to stay back !ere, while me allee samee
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come and tly gettee you free. Misler Charlie say
allee light. But he no stay, so be."
"\Vell, you can't blame him," and our hero
shook his head. "Charlie didn't want to leave
while I was in the clutches of the red fiends. He
is one who will stick to the last. There are none
better than Cheyenne Charlie, Hop. They don't
exist, and never will."
They watched from the opening in the teepee
and saw the scout disarmed and tied to the very
tree that Wild had been liberated from but a
short time before. A whole lariat was used in
making him fast, which showed that the redskins meant to be sure that he would not escape.
Wild was now gripping his Winchester. If the
Indians showed a disposition to do an injury to
the scout he meant to open fire upon them without delay, no matter what the consequences might
be afterward.
But the Apaches did not seem to be inclined to
put the scout to death, or even torture him just
then. No doubt they were too much worried to
think of what to do in the way of to1·ture. They
even seemed to forget that their chief had gone
to his teepee. As both the younger chiefs had
gone away with the party that went after the
escaping women, there was really no one there to
lead them. But suddenly one of them called out
something in the Apache language, his face turning toward the teepee as he did so. Wild understood the words quite well.
The brave was telling the chief that they had
captured another paleface. The boy changed his
voice as much as possible and gave a sort of
grunt which indicated that he did not want to be
disturbed just then. The ruse worked, for the
Apache turned away and started in to talk with
the group that had gathered about the prisoner.
Wild knew that if they were to get Charlie away
from them they must do it before the rest of the
Indians got back to the camp. But just now it
seemed impossible, since all there were in the
camp had gathered about him. But probably
this would not last very long. They were too
anxious to find out what had happened to those
who had gone out a short time before. Thjs
proved to be right, for in less than five minutes
all of them but about a dozen left the spot and
went to meet those who were returning, after
having been repulsed by the cavalry. Wild gave
a nod of satisfaction.
"Hop," he said, in a whisper, "just get that
firecracker of yours ready. You use a couple of
them, as I want to rattle the redskins as much as
possible. When I give the word you throw the
crackers out, and the moment they explode I will
rush over and cut Charlie loose. The rest of
you can go out of the back of the teepee here
and get horses enough to take us away. One of
you fellows cut a hole in the teepee right away."
The last was said to the late prisoners, and
Norwell quickly got at work with his knife. Wild
waited until the braves were all looking the other
way, and then he nodded to Hop and said:
"Now, then, light your crackers and let them
go."
The clever Chinaman did not have to be told
cwice. He quickly struck a match and touched
the fuse of the home-made firecrackers. Then
waiting for an instant to make sure that the
fuses were burning, he stepped to the opening
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and let them go right behind the crowd of redskins. Bang-bang! A double explosion rang
out, and a cloud of smoke went up. Wild darted
forth like an arrow from the bow. He ran into
one of the Indians, but a quick blow from his
right fist sent him flat upon the ground. Then.,'he reached the scout, and two quick slashes from
his knife severed the rope that held him to the
tree. Catching him by the collar, he gave a pull
and exclaimed :
"This way, Charlie! I reckon we have got to
run for it."
"Great gimlets I" cried the scout, whQ was so
surprised that he hardly knew what to do.
But he followed the boy, and around to the
back of the teepee they went. Once out of the
smoke they could see Hop and two men who had
left the teepee. They wer running toward the
horses that belonged to the Indians. They reached them when Wild and Charlie were yet fifty
feet from them, and, turninJ? auickly, Wild looked
behind them and sa .. ~uut none of the Indians
was in pursuit.
·
"I reckon we are all right," he said coolly,
"Slip a bridle on one of those horses and I'll ride
him. If you have not got time to put bridles on
the rest I can lead them by the halters."
But Hop was a master at handling a horse,
and he got three of them tlxed in very quick
time. Wild and Charlie mounted in a hurry.
Then Hop and the other two followed suit. Hop
was satisfied to mount one of the horses that had
not been bridled, especially as Wild took the
lariat. A way they went around the edge of the
grove, and then it was that the redskins in the
camp got sight of them and set up a howl that
echoed far and near. But Wild knew they had
the best of them, so he could not help uttering a
shout of defiance as they rode away.

CHAPTER X.-More Indians Arrive.

,,_

A few shots were fired, but none of them took
effect, and the result was that Young Wild West ·
and his companions easily got away from the
Apaches. They rode straight to the camp, and as
they came in sight of those there a rousing cheer
went up. Norwell and Madden saw their wives
and babies there, and they fairly cried with delight. The girls had taken charge of the two
women and the little ones.
They all liked babies, of course, and it was
not so very often that they got the chance to
handle them. Wild was much pleased when he
learned that not a man had been lost in the last
scrimmage with the Apaches. His Crack Cavalry
was certainly doing fine work, and he was proud
of it. When Hop dismounted he quickly drew
the trick parasol he generally had with him from
under his coat, and, raising it, held it over his
head and strutted about like a peacock. They ;
were puzzled to understand where he had got it
so quickly. But they did not know that it was
made of thin tough paper and jointed bamboo,
and could be folded and pushed into a very small
parcel. The gay colors of the paper parasol
showed up wonderfull7., and not until he had
made the full rounds of the camp did Hop take
it down. Then he stood where all could see him,
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and calmly pushed it in his mouth, and apparently down his throat. But he did not swallow it,
of course.

.,..,

Norwell and Madden, though they had been
busy telling their wives of how they had escaped,
kept a watch on the Chinaman, and they were
amazed. After disposing of the parasol Hop
walked up to where the babies were._ Arie~ta was
holding one of them just then, while Eloise had
charge of the other.
.
.
"Me likee um baby, so be," said the clever Chinee smiling in a winning way. "Me wantee
holdee lillee while, Missy Alietta."
The mother of the infant looked alarmed, for
no doubt she thought that it was not hardly safe
for a heathen to take her child in his arms.
But Arietta did not think that way. She let
him take the child, and when Hop began crooning to it a smile came over the chubby face.
"Me likee havee um lillee baby, so be," declared Hop, acting as though he really meant it
-and probably he did.
Then while he held the child in one arm, he
drew f;rth his big yellow silk handkerchief and
waved it over his head. This done, he produced
an empty whisky flask, and then called out:
"Evelybody watchee."
While they all looked at him, Hop carefully
wrapped the whisky flask in the handkerchief.
At any rate, he seemed to do it, and then _he
placed it in the hands of the baby. The child
grasped it with its chubby hands and seemed
mightily pleased. Hop now stepped over to the
mother and let her take the baby from him.
"Maybe if you takee um handkelchief flom um
bottle you findee um bottle no !ere, so be," he
observed, smiling blandly.
The woman was surprised at this, but when
Arietta advised her to unwrap the handkerchief
i;he lost no time in doing so.
What was her surprise to find instead of the
whisky flask a small rubber doll!
"\Vell!" she exclaimed.
Without paying any further attention to that
baby, Hop turned to the other.
"Me havee lillee doll for lis baby, too, so be."
Then he reached over and took one of the revolvers Cheyenne Charlie had.
"Evelybody watchee."
And then right before their eyes he proceeded
to wrap the revolver in the handkerchief. But
of course, he did not do this; his hands were
quicker than the eyes of those watching him, and
instead of going into the handkerchief the revolver went into one of the pockets that were on
the inside of his coat. But he arranged the
handkerchief as though it looked very much as if
the weapon was inside it. Presenting this to
the mother of the other baby, he said:
"Now, !en, you findee lat me allee samee makee
um revolver turnee into um nicee lillee lubber
doll, allee same likee um other one."
The mother lost no time in unwrapping the
handkerchief. Sure enough, the revolver was not
there, and in its stead was a rubber doll exactly
like the other. The babies took to them with
delight. Wild and his partners were paying little or no attention to what the Chinaman was
doing. Our hero wante:l to arrange things so
that the Apaches might be whipped to a standstill. The quicker this was done, the better it
would be for every one, as he knew well.
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He talked it on~r with Charlie and .Jim, an'
then it was decided that as soon as they h.ir·
eaten their dinner, which ],ad been delayed ~onw
what from the exciting events of the morning
they would make an attack on Creeping Hors,
and his braves. In a little over half an hour the
noonday meal had been prepared, and they werf.
not long in eating their fill, for there was plent:,,·
of provisions. The game our friends had shot
on the way came in handy, too. \Vild now calleu
the second lieutenant aside and told him what ht
thought was the best thing to do.
"The redskins outnumber us nearly four tc
one," he observed. "But that makes no difference. They are well armed, too, but we have
rattled them so hard this morning that I hard!~
think they will be able to put up as swift a fight
as they might have done had they been more
successful. We'll ride around through the hollows and make a charge on them when we reach
the woods. I hope to do this without losing- a
man. You fellows are called the Crack Cavalry,
and that means that you have got to do somi:
great work before the day is o'l{er. Now, then,
what I want to know is whether you are all willing to follow my lead. I don't want any man
who feels a little shaky about it to go. I'm not
going to urge any of them, in fact. It has got
to be a case of volunteering."
The lieutenant called the men and ordered
them to stand in single file. Then he put thri
question to each of them, telling them that Yot:
\Vild West was opposed to having any one .
who was not perfectly willing to do so. The rsult was that not a man showed any inclinatio,
to stay away. They all seemed more than anxious to join in making the charge upon the rectskins. Wild looked each man over individually,
and he was well satisfied that thei-e was not a
coward among them.
"All you have got to do is to remember what
I have told you before," he said, in his cool and
easy way. "Don't fire a shot unless you are surl'
that the bullet is going to find the mark you
want. If you adhere to that principle you are
bound to win out, and win out in a hurry, too."
While he was talking to them Jim Dart came
up hurriedly.
"Wild," he said, as he caught the dashing
young deadshot by the arm, "I was just at the
top of the hill over there, and I saw about fortv
more redskins riding directly east. They ar~~
about two miles away now. and are heading
straight for the grove. That means that we hav~:
got more to fight than we figured on."
This was a little surprising to our hero, but
he smiled and retorted:
"Well, I reckon we can handle forty more, all
right. Don t get alarmed, any of you. W e'Il
charge them and we'll clean them out, as sure
as my name is Young Wild West."
But when the boy had thought it over he decided that it would be best to act as a spy upon
the redskins before making the charge upon
them.
"Come, C!1arlie," said he. "I reckon we will go
out and find out just how the land lies. Then
we will come back and know just exactly what
to do."
"Right yer are. Wild." retorted the scout, who
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was more than willing to accompany him on the
scouting expedition.
Telling the cavalrymen to stay right where
they were, and not to leave there unless they received orders from him to do so, our hero left
the camp, followed by the scout. The two followed the same course they had taken before
that morning, and by careful work they soon
reached the edge of tbe grove. They could see
the new forces that Jim had spied riding up, just
as though they knew exactly where to go. Wild
left Charlie behind him and managed to break
between the lines again without being discovered. The redskins did not seem to be very vigilant, even if they had suffered from the former
visit of our friends. Our hern reached a spot
from which he could see all that was going on,
and when he found that the old chief was stalking about before his teepee, a smile came over
his face.
"I reckon some one. must have found him tied
up in his teepee," he muttered. "I suppose he
feel,; all the more bitter agaim:t me for what
happened then. But that's all right. If he keeps
up the game he is bound to get the worst of it."
There were just about forty of the newcomers,
and when they arrived Creeping Horse at once
began talking to them and urging them to make
an attack upon Young Wild West and the cavalry and wipe them out. vVild could hear him
say that he wanted the paleface boy and his
:rtners taken alive, so they might be tortured,
s they were the worst foes the Apaches had.
3ut as he listened further he found that the red'skins were going to make an attack right away.
This was a little unexpected, so he quickly left
the spot and made his way back to the scout.
"Charlie," said he, "I reckon you had better
get back there as quickly as possible. The red
galoots are going to ride around and make an
attack on us. You tell Lieutenant Slavin fo have
twenty of his men mounted, and then you get
your horse and lead them around back of the
hills over there, so the redskins can be attacked
from the rear. We have got to trick them if we
are going to win the day. A shot from my rifle
will let you know just where they are, and then
the cavalry can rush up and charge them. Do
you understand?"
"I reckon I do, . Wild," was the reply.
"Then be off ,vith you at once. I can follow
up the redskins myself, and I will take the
chances on getting caught by them."
Charlie lost no time in getting away, and then
Wild crept back to wait and see just what the
Apaches meant to do.

CHAPTER XI.-The Shot That Won the Day.
Old Creeping· Horse had been about to give
up fighting Young Wild West and his Crack Cavalry and make off for the mountains until he saw
the other Indians coming. While he had used
runners to sp1·ead it all over the 1·eservation he
was going on the warpath, and had issued invitations for all who liked to join him, he hardly
expected to see any more coming to the seat of
wai·, as it might be called.
The wily chief had decided to pursue his fiend-
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ish work right near the fort because he knew
that the commander of the fort would hardly
think the Indians were so near. It was the
chief's desire to wipe out as many cavalrymen
as he could, so they would have it easier to go
ahead and massac1·e all the whites they came
across. It is doubtful if he figured on what
might happen after he had clone a lot of this
work; but Indians when excited to revenge upon
the hated palefaces seldom stop to think of the
consequences. \Vith forty braves, armed and
equipped with ·good horses, added to his force,
Creeping Horse thought that he would be able to
wipe out ihe cavalry, as well as take Young Wild
'\Vest and his partners p1·isoners. The latter he
was very desirous of doing, for to make them
suffer great tortures would serve to ,.atisfy the
vengeful feelings of his braves and make them
feel as partly paid for the lives that had been
lost.
Our hero had scarcely got back to a place from
which he could watch them when tl1e Indians began making preparations for a grnnd charge
upon the palefaces. They knew just where they
were located, and they hoped to ride down the
long hollow stretch that was really a sort of
gully and make short shift of them, even if they
did have rocks to shield them. The young chief
who had led the newcomers to the scene advised
that he take his braves and go around ·through
the gully and lay low, while the rest made the
chaxge. By doing this they could charge from
that point. and thus have the besieged party at
a disadvantage.
Creeping Horse took to the suggestion right
away, so it was decided upon. In a few minutes
the redskins were all mounted and ready to leave.
Then the forty fresh warriors rode out, keeping
the hills between them and the party they meant
to attack, while the rest rode out boldly, not caring if they were seen or not. Wild gave a nod
of satisfaction when he saw this. He felt confident that if the twenty cavalrymen could attack the main body from the rear and charge
them, it would soon be over. It all depended
upon how Cheyenue Charlie acted. l\'Iuch that
he did would have to be done by mere guesswork.
But something told the young deadshot that it
would soon be over now, and that the Indians
would suffer a quick and certain defeat, so as
the Apaches left the grove he followed the party
of forty, so he might know just "·l1ere they were
going to locate.
The boy had little difficulty in getting the1·e,
and when he got near the top of one of the hills
that overlooked the wide gully he saw that the
forty Indians had dismounted. He watched them
and when he saw them leaving their horses in
what they no doubt deemed a safe place, the
smile broadened on his face. He saw that they
meant to creep to a point behind the rocks that
was about a hundred yards from the camp of
his friends. Wild watched them for a while and
then looked around to see where the twenty cavalrymen were, for he knew that the scout had
had plenty of time to carry out his instructions.
Much to his satisfaction, he caught sight of
them just as they came to a !1alt about half a
mile away from the camp. The main body of
Indians he could not ,-ee, so he tQok the 1·isk of
giving a signal to Charlie and the er. .. lrymen.
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He went a little higher up and waved his hat.
The signal was answered promptly by the scout,
which showed that his eagle eyes were on . the
watch. Wild motioned for them t~ stay Tight
there and then he settled down to wait for Creeping Horse and the rest. He ~ew it would take
some little time for them to ride up to make the
attack, as they had gone well around so they
could enter the gully and have a smooth course
to gallop over.
"It is a regular ravine," he muttered, as he
looked the ground o-rer that lay below him. "I
will give the signal, when I am ready, and the:v.
the cavalry can ride on through. When they
get nearly opposite the forty redskins I will shoot
the first one who raises a rifle to fire at them.
That will be the shot that will win, for I will
pump enough lead into the ranks of the sneaking
coyotes to make them think they h~ve been 3:ttacked from behind. Then the mam gang will
come up in a hurry, and they will get their medicine."
It was not long before a fierce yell sounded off
to the left. Creeping Horse and his crowd were
coming, and they were taking pains to let every
one know it. It was a nice little scheme the
young chief had planned, and if our hero had
not been there to hear it the chances are that our
friends must have suffered badly. But Young
Wild West had a way of being at the right place
in the right time. He could figure out a way of
doing things, while others would not have known
what to do. Wild now showed himself to Charlie
and the waiting cavalrymen and gave them the
signal to ride through the ravine. He knew
they could do this without being seen by either
of the Apache bands until they arrived 1·ight
where the forty were in waiting. The scout waved his hat in answe-1·, and then the dashing young
deadshot proceeded to creep toward the redskins.
He did not stop until he was within two hundred feet of them, and then he sat down behind
the brow of a hill and waited. In a couple of
minutes he heard the hoofbeats of the cavalry
horses. Wild crept over a little and saw them
coming. As the cavalry came g·all~ping up the
ravine near the spot where the redskins were concealed Young Wild West reached the top of the
hill. The young deadshot quickly placed his rifle
to his shoulder. Tlie young chief was just in
the act of firing the first shot, but before his
finger could press the trigger Wild's rifle spoke.
That was the shot that won the day. Instantly
the cavalry swung off to the left, and thenCrack, crack, crac-ck! Our hero's Winchester
was at work, and the Apaches dropped right and
left. They 1·an out into the view of the cavalry,
and then the carbines began cracking in rapid
succession. It was just then that a volley sounded from the direction of the camp. Creeping
Horse had started to make the charge. Wild
smiled grimly when he saw the other 1·edskins
running for their horses. He knew he had them
badly beaten, but he meant to make the victory a
decisive one. As the cavalry reached the rocks
and poured another volley into them there were
but half a dozen left o:a their feet. Then Wild
motioned for them to ride over and attack the
. others. Cheyenne Charlie uttered one of his \Yild
whoops, and then away they went.
Wild had a good chance, so he fired until not
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a redskin was left 1,tanding. Then he, too, mad~
for the camp. Volley after volley sounded on
the still air, and the smoke was rising in a big
cloud. That the redskins were now on the retreat he was certain, and he was amdou5 to g<i!t
his sorrel stallion, so he might join in. H~
reached the camp in time to hear the cavalrymen cheering themselve;; hoarse. The victory had.
beeen won. The moment they saw the dashing
yol.lng deadshot running towa1·d them the cavalrymen renewed their cheering.
Vfild waved them for silence, and then quickly got 11is horse. He had seen the defeated band
riding back through the gully, and he wanted rn
get them. There were not more than fifty of
them left, all to.Id, and it would not pay t-0 fot
that many e;;cape. He quickly mounted the sorrel, and then calling upon his partners and the
cavalry to follow, started in pursuit. There was
not a horse there that could keep up ,vith gallan'
Spitfire, so the boy rapidly left the rest behind.
He now quickly refilled the magazine of his rifle.
"There goes Creeping Horse!" he exclaimed.
and his eyes brightened. "I must get him. [
want to take him alive if it is uossible."
The old chief had turned off to the left and
was heading foi· the camp he had left but ll.
short time befm:e. Wild divined his. intentions,
and leaving the rest to his partners and the cavalry, he took a short cut that ·would bring him
to the grove at about thB same time the chief
got there.
CHAPTER XII.-Conclusion.
Creeping Horse must have thought he would
be safer away from his braves than with them,
for he had left them in the lurch, knowing well
that it would only be a question of a short time
before they would either be captured or completeIt annihilated. Not until he reached the grove
did he know of the presence of the dashing young
deadshot, and then just as he brought his hor5e
to a halt the boy galloped up. WilJ had a revolver in his hand, and quickly covering the chief,
he called out:
I reckon you
"Surrender, you red galoots!
have reached about the end of your rope."
"Me no surrender, Young Wild West," he answe1·ed defiantly. "You heap much palefac~
brave. You fight me. If you kill me, all right.
If I kill you, all right."
Wild could not let this challenge go by unheeded.
"All right, Creeping Horse," he retorted coolly. "I'll fight you. What do you want it to be
with-revolvers or knives?"
"Creeping Horse will fight with his knife. Ii
Young Wild West kill him, all right."
"Well, that's just what I'll do to you, just as
sure as you al'e one of the worst Apaches I ever
saw. Get yourself 1·eady."
The chief hardly needed to be told to do this
t'l':ice, for turning his horse around so it faced
that of our hero's. he drew his keen-edged hunting knife from his belt. Wild quickly dropped
his revolve!' back into the holster and pulled his
own knife, gripping it firmly by the hilt. Wild
started the sorrel stallion ahead. At the sama
moment the Indian cDused his l101·se to l'Ush back
on its haunche.s, and but for a quick move on
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the part of our hero, the hoofs of the animal
would have struck him as they came down.
Wild suddenly changed the knife from his
right to his left hand. He saw the opportunity,
and he did not mean to let it slip by. Thud!
As his arm shot outward and do,¥nward, the
blade caught the Indian chief squarely upon the
left breast. That was all there was to it. The
fatal blow had been struck, and, reeling in the
~ddle, Creeping Horse reached out blindly with
his hands, letting his knife fall at the same time,
and then slipped and fell to the ground.
'·I had to do it," muttered our hero, as he
turned from the spot. "Now, Spitfire, I reckon
we'll go and see how the rest are making out."
The next moment he was riding swiftly toward
the gully. It was just then that some rapid firing came to his ears, and the yells of Indians
sounded. But they were not yells of defiance
this time, but showed that those who gave utterance to them had been stricken with fear and
we1·e crying for quarter. Before Wild reached
the scene, the shooting had stopped, and as he
rode up he saw what was left of the large band
of savage Apaches before the cavalry in meek
sGbmission.
But there were scarcely more than a score of
them left, which told the fearful havoc the cavalry had wrought upon them. Cheer after cheer
went up from the victorious men as the dashing
;-~;mg deadshot rode up.
0 "It's all over, Y ou'lg ~Tild \Vest!" cried out
Lieutenant Slavin, wa ing his sword. "We never
los:t a man, either. 0. 1 y two or three have receivecl slight wounds. 1 is a great victory, and
it was the shot you fireU: when we were riding
down the gully that won the clay. That was the
means of demoralizing the scoundrels who were
lying in ·ambush."
"Well, maybe that's right, lieutenant," answered the boy coolly. "Anyhow, things turned out
just as I wanted them to. I would have been
here a little sooner, only I saw the old chief
riding off alone, and I thought I had better go
after him."
"Did yer git him, Wild?" spoke up the scout
eagerly.
"Yes, Charlie, I got him," was the reply. "I
wanted to take him alive, but he challenged me
to fight it out, and I could hardly l'efuse. We
fought it out with knives on horseback, and I
simply had to kill him, that's all."
"-Well, yer done jest ther right thing. If yer
ha,1 took him a prisoner he wouldn't have had
much done to him when we took him to ther fort,
an' then it wouldn't have been long afore he
would be leadin' another outbreak. Sich galoots
as he was is a good lot better off dead than alive.
Most of 'em is, for that matter. I ain't got no
use for a redskin, anyhow, an' I never did have."
Wild said nothing to this, for he knew only
too well the idea the scout had regarding Indians.
He advised the lieutenant to have the prisoners
tied to the backs of horses, and when this was
done they rode back to the camp. Jim Dart was
thern with the girls and the late prisoners, and
Hop and Wing were seen dancing about with the
jcy they felt at the victory. When those who
}iacl waited there heard that it was all over and
~,i.,v the prisoners that had been taken, they gave
vent to a shout of delight.

CRACK

CAVALRY

"I don't know just what the redskins did to
your belongings," said Wild, turning his face to
the two men who had been captured with their
wives and babies by Creeping Horse, "but I reckon it would be a good idea to ride over there and
see about it.
Your wagons are there, all
right."
Half an hour later they had all gathered at
the grove where the Indians had been in camp.
Norwell and Madden found nearly all they possessed, and when they had repacked their belongings in the wagons they felt so happy that
they hardly knew how to express themselves."
"I reckon you folks can continue your journey
in safety now," our hero declared. "But you
might as well camp here until to-morrow morning, or," he added, "you can go right along with
us to Fort Defiance. It won't be so very far out
of your way."
This the travelers decided to do, and after the
ground had been well looked over and a few
wounded Indians had been added to the list of
the captured, they all set out for the fort. It
surely had been an exciting twenty-four hours,
but as it had turned out all right, there was no
one who really felt sorry for what had happened. The lieutenant in command of the Crack
Cavalry had been killed before our friends arrived upon the scene, and this was the only thing
that the caYalrymen felt bad over. But that
could not be helped, so the body was carried to
the fort, where Young Wild West and his friends
received an ovation such as few ever have the
chance to. It was all explained to the commander, and in giving the details Wild did not forget
to mention the part Hop Wah had played in the
rescues that took place.
"A very clever Chinaman, that," the commander observed, as he looked at the Chinaman, who
was bowing and smiling before him. "I have
heard considerable about him, and I must say
that I never yet saw one who is anything his
equal."
"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared, in
his truthful way. "Me likee fightee um ledskins.
Me allee samee shootee like Young Wild '..Vest,
so be."
This caused a laugh, for those well acquainted with Hop knew that he never depended upon
his shooting, or if he did he would never hit anything. But with the Indians completely routed,
and all the survivors landed safely at the fort,
and with the travelers safe, our story is ended.
Young Wild West's Crack Cavalry certainly had
done wonderful work, and our hero had surely
fired the Shot that Won the Day.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AFTER AN ASSASSIN; or, ARIETTA
AND THE TOUGHS."

Mrs. Youngb1·icle (at the baker's) -The holes
in these doughnuts are very large.
u ought to
make some reduction. Baker-Can, do that,
mum; but I'll allow you a cent each ft,r the holes
if you'll return 'em.
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CURRENT NEWS
SKIN FROM CHEEK MAKES NE\-Y EYELID

Grafting on a new eyelid was one of the many
delicate operations watched at clinics by hnndreds of surgeons attending the American College of Surgeons' annual meeting recently. Dr.
K. C. Wold took skin from the cheek of a patient
and replaced an injured eyelid.
LATHES 210 FEET LONG
It is not generally known that the largest gun
lathes of the United States are at the Navy Yard,
Washington, D. C., and at the armor plant,
Charleston, S. C. The huge lathes, 210 feet in
length, can turn steel castings as large as 8 feet
in diameter and 90 feet long. These lathes, which
were intended to turn guns surpassing even
mammoth German Big Be1·thas, are driven by
motors manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
WILLOWS HOLD BACK THE MISSISSIPPI
Green willows-the ordinary willow that grows
alongside rivers and b1·ooks-made into huge mats
200 feet long and 100 feet wide are doing more
toward holding the Mississippi River in its course
than thous<tnds of tons of stone and closely
packed earth.
In makir,g the mats, says Popular Science, timber frames are constructed around the entire

area of the mats, with cross pieres dividing the
inside into small sections. Within these are
placed the willow trees and bushes that are later
bound with heavy cables and towed to their destination. On arriving there they are anchored over
the spot to be protected and then covered with
earth and broken stones until they sink.
YEAR OF 13 MONTHS IS URGED
A movement directed at "our antiquated time
calendar" is getting under way. The "Liberty
Calendar Association of America" is behind it.
It is proposed that there be thirteen months
fifty-two weeks and 364 days, with the odd day
called "New Year's Day," to come between Dec.
31 and Jan. 1. In Leap Year the odd day would
be called "Leap Year Day," and would come between June 30 and July 1. The extra month is
to be called "Vera," because it takes in "Varna!
Equinox" and would begin spring.
By the arrangement outlined in a bill introduced in the Hou!'e by Representative Schall of
Minnesota, each day of the month would always
come on a certain day. Easter would fall on
March 14, corresponding with the present April
9, and would always be the ninety-ninth day of
the year.
The proponents declare that "this simplification will dispense with need fo1· printed calendars,
saving about $25,000,000 a year from this alone."

TIME LY . WARN ING!
In the next number of this publication we are going to print a sample chapter of a
most remarkable detective story, to be issued in-

MYSTERY MAGAZINE, No. 105
Out March 15
You can then judge for yourself what truly splendid stories are being published in
that sna1my little semi-monthly. The title will be

"A MAN FROM SIAM"
By CHARLES FULTON OURSLER
If you like this story, you will find every one of the feature stories to be equally
as good. Moreover each number of "Mystery" contains from four to seven short stories
by the best authors, besides a series of articles on Palmistry, etc., and a large numbe1
of articles on various subjects.

· THE PRICE IS 10 CENTS A COPY
SEND FOR A FREE SAMPLE COPY
FRA~K TOUSEY, Publisher, 168 W. 23d SI., New York
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

IBE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD"
By DICK ELLISON .
(A SERIAL' STORY)
CHAPTER I.
Charlie Starts Out to Look For a Job.
"Going! Going! Gone!" shouted Tom Downey,
Centreport auctioneer. Down came his hammer with a bang and the hands of the Union Automobile \Yo1·ks knew that the plant was sold.
These working men had gathered in front of
the office on the steps of whi<:h the auctionee1· was
1,tanding, deeply interested, of course, for upon
the iate of the works their living depended.
For the :rears the Union Automobile works had
been the principal business feature of Centreport,
ll small but growing town on the shore of Crooked
take, in Central New York.
Whether the business ever really paid or not
v.:as a question. Some claimed it did, while others
declared it didn't, but be this as it may, it certainly paid Mr. Joseph Mc:Murdle, the treasurer
and active manager, when one day seeing his
chance, he made a clean sweep of the stock of
cars on hand at a big sacrifice, and pocketing the
proceeds, departed between two days for regions
unknown.
Probably the business neYer really did pay or
he would not have done it; at all events, this was
the finishing touch; the works shut do,vn and the
sheriff bobbed up, and now came "the auction"
7t:{

Eal€.

''\Yhose bid won out, anyway, Charlie? Do you
know?" asked old Bill Callender, the blacksmith,
of a bright, intelligent boy of eighteen who stood
beside him. "I got all mixed up."
"There's the man," replied Cha1·lie Brown, who
had been learning the machinist's trade with special reference to car building in the works at the
time of the crash.
He pointed to a stout, prosperous-looking person with a shiny high hat and kid gloves who
stood talking with the sheriff. "His bid was $18,000, and it was the last."
"Don't like his- looks," growled old Bill. "\Vho
is he, anyhow?"
"Eli Whitney, of the Acme Co., of Utica."
The boy had named the foremost business rival
<if the Union Co., and the rumor had been persistent that if the Acme people secured the plant
they meaut to put it out of business.
And so it proveJ.
During the weeks which followed the machinery
and stock were removed to Utica, and the buildings were advertised for sale.
Business was dead from that day on 111 Centreport.

Some of the old hands were engaged by the
Acme Co. and moved to Utica; others drifted elsewhere, while others still clung to Centreport, doing the best they could, and among them was
Charlie Brown, for the boy's mother had built up
a dressmaking business in town which enabled
her to live and support her children, and she did
not care to leave the place of her birth.
And to the family support Charlie had faithfully conti-ibuted since he went to work in the
automobile factory, after leaving school.
There were only his mother, his younger sister
Netta, and Charlie himself.
Once there had been a Mr. Brown, but where
he was now nobody knew, for one day further
back than Charlie could recollect, the man walked
out of the house and never returned. That his
mother believed her husband had deliberately deserted her Charlie was sure, for never under any
circumstances would she talk about him.
And such was the situation in one household
at Centreport after the closing of the Union
works.
·'I wish Mr. Whitney had engaged me," remarked Charlie one day about three weeks later.
"I'm sure I don't know what I am going to do.
Business is so dead here that nobody seems to
want a boy. Besides, I should have Iiked to finish learning my trade."
Now, if Mr. Eli W'hitney had only known, he
would have done well to engage Charlie, for the
boy was a worker and so apt a pupil had he
proved th :1.t he was familiar with every part of
an automt>bile, besides which he was a natural
mechanic and could do most anything with tools.
But this working lad had other assets, the full
value of ,vhich it was hardly to be expected he
could fully appreciate at his age.
We refer to his self-confidence, good manners
and unfailing cheerfulness.
They had been fully recognized by his employers, however, and it was a part of Charlie's
duties to try out the new cars and show them off
to such customers who dealt directly with the
,vorks.
Sometimes this used to bother the boy, who
would have preferred to stick to his regular
work, but on the other hand it served to make him
thoroughly familiar with motoring and gave him
a practical knowledge of the machine of which
he saw so much.
"I suppose I could hire out as a chauffeur," remarked Charlie one evening at the supper table;
"the only trouble is there are so few people in
Centreport rich enough to own a car, and almost
every one of them run their own machines. Of
course, I don't want to leave home unless I J1av0
to."
"And, of course, I don't want you to," thought
his mother. but she knew iu her heart that it
was bound to come to that in the end, and so
indeed it did, for as spring approached and the
boy still found himself unable to obtain regular
work, he grew so restive that at last Mrs. Brown,
of her own accord, advised, him to look up a
chauffeur's position.
(To be continued.)
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FROM ALL POINTS
common nse fifty yca1·s ago wl1en the remnants
FACE POWDER FATAL
Coroner Edward Fitzgerald of Wcstdiester of the once great herds were still in existence.
county was called to Yonkers, N. Y., 1·ecently to Now, with the source cut off by the almost cominvestigate the death of an eight-months-old g·irl plete extennination of the bison, they are rarely
which, the Co1·oner was informed, was ascribed seen.
Mounted heads sell for $125 to $250. The latter
to the accidental inhaling of face powder. The
cnild was the daughter of Ml's. H. A. Henderley price was obtained fo1· several recently in Monof McMahon avenue, Yonkers. The child .inhaled treal. If ,;cveral hundred buffalo are killed anthe powdel', which caused an internal initation · nually, however, the head market will soon become ovel'Stocked.
that developed into pneumonia.
Experiment5 have been made in tanning buffalo
SERVANT ARRAYS SELF IN $1,000 OF hides. This may be developed, it is thought, into
an importa11t industry, as the leather is tough,
MISTRESS' FINERY.
Chriatia11a Daniels, seventeen, a negress of pliable and, it is claimed, practically waterproof.
Elmhurst. L. I., was hired a~ a domestic the other The wool which the animals shed every spring has
morning by Mrs. Charles Lipschitz, of No. 31:i been manufactured into a sttong· cloth fabric
Nicholas Terrace, New York. Chl'iatiana was on 'which has industial possibilities, though of a rethe job a fe'w hours when Mrs. Lipschitz went out st}.:;"eted kind. The wool is gathered up from
to do some i;hopping. When she got back l10me about the park, but it is believed it may be pract1ca?l~ to _shear the ):rnf!alo annually like sheep.
this is what she says sl1e saw:
'\v amwnght Park 1s m the heaTt of a re,,.ion
The n<'gTess was all dressed up in Mrs. Lipschitz's $:-liiO fur coat and $230 silk gown, and once> roamed by tranpHs of the Hudson Bay C~rnwith about $<!00 ·worth of her jewelry, ready to pany, now selling the last remaining lands of its
old empire to fal'rn settlers. The park was
make a 11uick exit from the apartment.
Patrolman Rodgers of the West One Hundred stocked twelve years ago with 7°10 animals pm·and Fifty-second street ,;tation arrested the girl. chased in Montana from Michael .Pablo a Flat'
head Indian.
WHITE AND COLORED FARMERS IN THE
THE UNITED STATES
"Mystery Magazine"
According to a report of the Fourteenth (1920)
Census recently issued, of the 6,448,366 farmel'S
10 CENTS A COPY
SEMI-MONTHLY
in the United States in 1920 5,498,359 we1·e white
an<l. 950,007 were colol'ed, while in 1910 out of a
LATEST ISSUES
total of 6,361,502 farmers, 5,440,619 were white 89 A CCTALLENGFJ ~"O POWEH, by Dr. 11ttrry Entoo
and 920,883 were colo1·ed. V1hite fanners thus !)0 'l'HJ-; aonm NEX'l.'·DOOU, l.,y I'olke Capt, llow:
ard.
represents 85.:1 per cent. of all farmeri:; in 1920, !ll THE
TRANCE DE'l'EC'l.'IYl';, by Ct.us. l•' , Our~l.ir.
as compared wHh 85.5 per cent., or practically 9~ Fl~l!;-"- Y, A1, ;r,wi,L)'E. by Karllei1ne Stngir.
T.fi,'li l HAND, by Ha1,nltou Cra1~le.
lUJ,,;
R1
93
1910.
in
the same proportion,
n-l 'J'lfE 1rnl.O!JY OF DEATH, hy J:t<·k lh,<•ll<.lolt.
Between 1910 and 1920 the number of wl1ite 9~
'l'HE TRICK OF T'IJE GRE,\T Yl'JN HOW, by W.
H. 0Rbor.,,,.
farmers increased 57,740, or 1.1 pel' cent., and the
A'l' JlfORIARITY'S, by Fred E, S•rney,
number of colored farmers, ~'.l,124, or 3.2 per m, THE
LOST S'.fAlt OF THE FILMS. )jy Jnck Dech•
ll7
cent.
dolt.
The 9;;0,007 colored fa1·mers in 1920 comprised !l~ COFN'T'RRFT•:TT CLTllcfl. by ('hns. F. O11rsln.
926,257 negroes, 16,213 Indians, 6,899 Japane!'le !l~ 'rHE ('ROSS. hy W. S. Ini,~nm.
SECRET RF.HYJCE MYSTERY, bv Hnmllton
and 638 Chinese. The corresponding figuTes for 100 ACndc-iP
·
Pn<l Bllint RnlP~tiPr.
1910 were 89:l,370 negroes, 24,251 Indians, 4,502 101 '\. r1, T\f"Ol\' T'TlTC'F., hv '1<,lliott T,r-MPr.
102 TII1'J JN'l',PF.C'TOR'S ST.RANGE CASTil. By Gottlieb
Japanese and 760 Chinese.
,T::lf'nl1~
MAY OUTGROW PARK
LIMITS
With the buffalo in the Government park at
Wainwnght, Canada, 11umbering more than 5,000
and with prospects of the herd, llOJ.V the la1'gest
in the world, eventually outgrowing the 100,000acre park, the Canada Government is seeking
ways to commercialize the surplus animals.
There is an excellent market for buffalo meat.
All the buffalo the Government care:; to kill can
be sold at fine prices in both Canada and the
United States. Some of the "surplu., bulls, it is
said, will be killed thii:; winter for the market.
Buffalo 1·obes, the Dominion Park Commission
says, command a pl'ice of $100 apiece. They are
remarkably durable and eH•n with the hardest
service will bst for years. Buffalo rol.ie~ were in
BUFFALO HERD

10:: A Mnanr,r ,fYSTF.RY, by Jac-k Becbdolt.
'l'he ramou netedh·e Story Ont 'J'o-,foy In No. 18'& b

THE LITTLE RED BOOR
By ALEXANDER YOUNG
FRA.Nlt TOl/S1':Y, Publl&her. 183 W. 23d St,, New

Yon

"Moving Picture Stories'•
A Weekly !\lag-azloe De•oted to Photoplnyo nnd Player,

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY
[i;ach 1111muer contaiu~ Four Stories of tlte lles1 Plln111
on the Screens -- Elt•gaut Hn.1:f-tone Sceuea from tll•
Plnys-lntpr0sting Articles About Prominent l'cople ln
the Films- D<,>ings or Actnrs anrl Actl'esses It, the .-!t11<llo1
an,l Lessons rn S,·ennrlo Wrltlnir.

HARRY E. WOLFF, 166 W. 23d St., New York
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Who Stole Mr. Williams' Money
By COL. RALPH FENTON
One of the hardest things in detective life is
for the officer to be obliged to 1·eport on family
11atters. No matter how long h'e has been in the
Jusiness, or how fire-proof he has become, the de·ective who will make a report which he knows
,viii break up a family and bring wretchedness
;o half a dozen persons, is a scarce article. That
,s, he will 1·eport to his chief verbally or by letter, and thus let the information get to those
who hunger for it and yet dread to hear the
cruth. To face a husband when the horror of
.lishonor is upon him-to report to a wife that
~er husband long since ceased to love her, and
,hat her only remedy is the scandal of a divo;:ce
,uit, is a position no one in the service wanes
:o fill a second time.
A fair share of the detective business of every
··ity in the land hinges upon family matters, and
·he work done seldom appears in print, or if the
~ewspaper reporters get hold of the circum,tances, the particulars are kept away from them.
For a long term of years my assignments as a
:letective connected with the force of one of our
arge cities were entirely of this character, and
,ome of the incidents can be related without injury to anyone's feelings.
I did not associate with the criminal detectives
1t all, and the majority of them did not know me
JY name.
One morning I was sent for by the chief to take
np a ni:_w case, and when I entered his office I
found a lady present.
She was a woman not over twenty-five years
,f age,. wife of a merchant whom I will call
Williams.
They had been married about a year and a
1alf, and it was said that it was a love match.
She had come to headquarters in her own carriage in broad daylight to tell her story to the
··hief and seek the services of a detective.
I may tell you that I was prejudiced in her fa;·or from the very first glance.
She was one of those women whose every word
·is of interest, and whose every gesture has a
touch of artlessness in it. And she could shed
big tea1·s, and catch little sobs, and put such a
look into her brown eyes as would make even
l.n old detective almost want to die for her.
When her story had been simmered down it
amounted to this: For some time past she had
oeen missing jewelry and sums of money. A
private detective had been employed, but had met
with no success in discovering the thief. One
robbery included a valuable diamond 1·ing; another a pair of ei-rings; a thfrd the sum of $400
'n gold; a fou1·th the sum of $300 in greenbacks.
About ten days previous to her visit a package
$12,000 had been taken from her husband's secretary, and at the same time she had missed a
liamond brooch from her dressing case. One of
the regular detectives had been working on this
la.;;t steal for over a week, and was still at it,

although he had thus far been unable to secure
a clue.
It was not only natural that Mrs. Williams
should be interested in the recovery of the property, but that her great interest should lead her
to call at headquarters to· consult with the chief.
In fact, her husband was confined to his room
by an attack of gout, and, for all we knew to the
contrary, it was by his advice that she came.
It would appear sharper in me to say that I
suspected something w1·ong from the very start,
but honesty compels me to say that I didn't.
When she had departed the chief said to me:
"This looks like a very simple case, and I can't
see why Taylor has not picked up some clue. The
robberies have been perpetrated by some of the
servants, and I'll give you a fortnight to trap the
guilty party."
I was at liberty to consult Taylor .
The only servants who had access to the bedroom were the chambermaid and the butler.
This last personage had no right there, of
course, but having the run of the house he could
slip into the room.
Taylor had suspected him, rather than the
chambermaid, and had devoted his who1e time to
watching the man. Nothing but disappointments
had turned up.
The butler had the best of recommendations,
was without vices of any sort, and a search of
his effects had brought nothing to light which
could implicate him.
It was agreed that I should look out for the
chambermaid, and I put in a week on the case to
find out that she also had the best of recommendations, and that the probabilities were all in her
favor.
If it was true that either of the servants had
committed the robberies, it was likewise true that
they had covered their tra"t:ks so well that we had
no hopes of making an arrest.
I worked on the case three weeks and then
abandoned it. Mrs. Williams seemed ~uch more
disappointed than her husband over the failure.
and she shed tears of vexation when informed
that I was to drop the case, or at least cease active work.
I meant to keep the butler and chambermaid
under surveillance for a time longer but I could
not promise that anything would co~e of it.
The third day after this Fate played me a.
curious trick.
I had dropped into a family restaurant for a
plate of oysters and not caring to have comers
and goers study my face I went upstairs to be
served in one of the little rooms or stalls.
I had devou•red my oysters and drank my coffee when a lady and gentleman entered the next
stall on the right, and it wasn't ten seconds be- fore I recognized Mrs. Williams' voice.
The man's identity I also soon established by
•
his tones.
He was a handsome, dissipated chap named
Raynor, known in all the clubs as a great spendthrift, and reported to the police as a reckless
gambler.
The pair were scarcely seated h the stall when
the lady said:
"Will, I can do no more for you. I have robbed
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myself, stolen from my husband, and perjured
myself to the officel's to help you out of your troubles. You are no sooner out of one trouble than
you bring another upon yourself."
"Softly, Sister Nell, softly!" chided the man.
"I have always been kind to you. I have always
been the best brother in the world. Give me a
chance. I was horribly in debt. You have come
to my aid in a grand way, and heaven will bless
you for it."
"Hush! Heaven cannot bless me for stealing
from my husband to pay your gambling debts.
Do you know the value of that package I gave
you the night you came and threatened to commit
suicide?"
"About $12,000, I believe, a11d it helped me out
of ihree or four bad scrapes."
"And I thought it was only $200 ! Oh, brother,
I am afraid you are down to ruin."
"Pooh! pooh ! Nell, I am no woTse than hundreds of cth~1·s who are sowing their wild oats.
Make a Taise of a couple of thousand for me this
,k week and I'll go to Europe and remain away until I can steady down."
With that I walked in · on the pair. A few
_,_
words had made the case as plain as day.
While it was "all in the family," as the saying
is, and while theTe was no probability that the
dissolute brother would be punished, I did not rest
until he had been taken into Williams' presence
and made to confess all.
I left the house in company with the brother,
and as we gained the walk he asked :
"Do you think the old man would shell out a
couple of thousand for me?"
"You must be crazy!" I replied.
"Then the game is up, and here's good-by to
you!" he exclaimed, and before I could lift a
hand he had pulled a pistol and sent a bullet into
his head.
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RATTAN BASKETS MADE HERE
Rattans from Singapore, rattans that have
waved in Malay marshes where head hunters
prowl and brown witches chant their invocations
of black magic, come to New York by ton loads
to solve one of the minor but very pressing problems of city life. And that problem is the transportation of the steaks and chops and legs of
You've seen the frenzied
lamb we devour.
butchers' boys lugging the big, heavily laden baskets on wheeled runners along the sidewalks
where marketing is heaviest, and you may have
wondered how long that apparently flimsy container could survive such riotous handling. But
the humble rattan survives longer than any other
container. An old New York basket manufacturer vouched for that as he discussed the subject the other day in his factory on Great Jones
street.
The place was not crowped and the basket
weavers were all grown men. They sat on the
floo1· or on low stools twisting and weaving
strands of the heaviest and toughest basket fiber
used in the world-the young rattan from the
East Indies.
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This fiber i~ shipped to New York through the·
port of Singapore. said one of the men . The
strand~ vary in thickness from the siz.-i of a.
woman's little finger to the thickness of a man·"
thumb, and are about twelve feet long.
The heaviest strands are used for ·weaving mea,
baskets, said the man, ,vho had been making a 11ci
selling rattan baskets in the same spot fo1· mo:·e
than thirty years.
"Meat baskets are used to take daih· meat orders to hotels and restaurants," he "a.id. ·'\\.ich
one exception I should say that they g~t i:h<>
heaviest work and the harde3t handling. We
make them about the size and shape u;;ually of
ordinary clothes baskets, but at lea:;;t ten times
as strong and reenfoi·ced with metal strap,.: and
iron handles that nm under the bottom, which
is shod with wooden runners. :1,Iade in this way
a meat basket can stand the wear and tear of
Manhattan every day fo1· about a year-and t!>at
is more than any other type of container not i,:
itself too heavy to handle will do.
"vVe make them bv hand because the1·e i, no
satisfactory n1achine· that we know of able rn
make all different shapes and size., of basket,
wanted for lugging meat, bread, laundry and
dozens of other things.
"The heaviest and largest made is the coaling
basket. Many of the ships in the harbor ai-~
coaled from the barges with these baskets, whicl,
generally are woven square and large enough to
hold a thousand pounds of coal at a time. The
bottom of these is of heavy timber, and they ar':'
strongly reenforced. About -,. dozen, I believe,
are used at a time, being swung up and down by
cTanes.
"Y..le let the rattan lie for twenty-four hom·$,
as a rule, in the soaking vat. It is soaked in cold
water and becomes flexible enough to work.
"The best basket makers on this heavy sei-vicEbasket work, at any rate, are English. !11y experience with baskets goes back nearly fo1·ty
years and I guess I have hired almost every typeof basket weaver. Perhaps my best man now h
that English boy just starting a new basket. His
father worked here for me nearly thirty yearf
ago. Then he went back to England, and now
his son has come to New York and is making
baskets in the same place and in the same way
his father did."

••

DEER RACE RAILROAD TRAIN
The spectacle of three deer racing with a Delaware Valley train near Stroudsburg, Pa., caused a
lot of interest among the passengers.
Three does on the tracks ran ahead of the trair,
for some distance, but the train gained on them
steadily. Finally two of the does jumped a high
wire fence and ran through the fields, while the
third continued to race just off the rails. After
running some distance this doe jumped the fence,
the trio finally taking the State road.
Most of the distance traversed was very icy
and all the witnesses marvelled at the surefootedness of the animals.
There are apparently large numbe1·s of the
deer in that section, and in some instances they
are very tame. Autoists have been surprised to
discover them along the highway.
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fur-bearing animals years ago. From them she
got some pointers and tried out the scheme.
During November she caught several mink,
some muskrat and an otter along the sloughs bordering Lake Washington. The old trappers
showed her how to take off the pelts and dry
them for the trade. A Seattle fur dealer paid
her a good price for the catch, amounting to over
$50. In December she was bolder and doubled
her earnings, and she related recently with
great glee that during January she '"ill have
first grade pelts enough to bring her in more than
$200. Several farmers who had learned of her
industry gave her pelts from predatory animals
they had caught or shot about their buildings.
Among her own catch is a c1·oss fox, one of the
first caught in recent years.
Every "\\"ednefday and Saturday she goes to
Seattle, twenty miles away, for her music lesson.
Each le!;;:;on costs $3.

-\-

INTERESTING ARTICLES
OYSTERS' GREATEST ENEMY
The starfish clings with its five fleshy fingers
to the shells of oysters while its 'five centrally
situated i;harp teeth eat a hole through which it
"All arrivals are washed," exclaimed the warcan suck the living flesh. It has an insatiable den of the Pittsburg prison. "And if they kick
appetite.
up a fuss?" '·Then they are ironed."

LAUGHS

CATALINA'S GREEN SHEEP
On the first working day after Christmas John
E. Maurer, President of the Maurer Cattle Company, which owns thousands of sheep on Catalina
Island, Cal., was making an inspection of the
animals with a number of associates. Sharp disagreement arose as to the grouping of the sheep,
some maintaining that there was only one large
block, while others were positive that there were
two. Still others vehemently insisted that there
,vere three, or even four.
However, they agreed on one startling fact,
that all of the sheep were green-so green that
as they moved off it seemed that whole meadows
were smoothly slipping along over the hills and
down the valleys.
Finally overtaking the animals, the inspecting
party found that grass and weed seeds, imbedded in the wool on the backs of the animals had
been stimulated by recent rains to germ_inate.
The result was that as the sheep crowded together
they appeared to have almost as attractive pasturage on their backs as under their feet.
BY TRAPPING GETS MONEY FOR LESSONS
Enthusiasts for thrift among young women
will find few more interesting stories than that
of Miss Ethel Taylor, a musically inclined nineteen-year-old girl of Woodinville, Wash., who took
to trapping last November to make money to pay
her music lessons.
Miss Taylor made a reputation for herself as
one of the most talented singers in Seattle during
the winter of 1!)20, but her father found it necessary to abandon his city business f Jr a small
ranch in the country.
Miss Taylor was determined to help herself in
the training and improvement of her voice. She
had ahYays knuwn several men who had trapped

"I don't think your portrait i.s much like the
original, old man." "Only once have I painted a
portrait that was really like my sitter, and she
sued me for libel afterward."
"You'll be a man like one of us some day" said
the patronizing sportsman to a lad, wh~ was
throwing his line into the same stream. "Yes
sir," he answered, "I s'pose I will some day but
b'lieve I'd rather stay small and ketch ~ few
fish."

I

"Do you know," he said, "that everv time I look
at you I have thoughts of revenge.?" "Why?"
she gasped. Then he answered: "Because revenge is sweet," and she told him she thought tomorrow would be a good time to see papa.
Here is a remarkable excuse. A Wichita child,
who had been absent from school, brought back
the following excuse when she returned: "Dear
Teacher: Please excuse Jennie. She was sick
and had to stay home to do the washing and
ironing."
Mother (in a very low voice)-Tommy, your
grandfather is very sick. Can't you say something to cheer him up a bit? Tommy (in an
earnest voice)-Grandfather, wouldn't you like
to have soldiers at your funeral?
Little Boy-They won't ever get me to give
another ten cents toward a present of a book for
the teachei-. Mother-What went wrong? Little Boy-We got the principal to select one for
her, and he picked out one that was just crowded
full of information, and she's been teachin' it to
us ever since.
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
KILLED IN A QUEER ACCIDENT
Mose Desmond, an American Negro, pianist at
Murray's Club, London, was killed recently in a
strange accident on the Northwestern Railway.
A piece of flying metal caromed between two expresses passing each other at fifty miles an hour.
It tore the sides and smashed the windows of the
first caniage of each train. Twelve people were
injuTed.
Desmond was sitting in a third class compartment beside Sir Arthur Steel Maitland, M. P.,
when the accident happened. The surgeon who
was called said he believed a flying piece of glass
had penetrated Desmond's side. It was believed
the steel step of a tender fell off, was caught up
by one of the trains and flung from side to side.
SAVED BY SNOWBANK IN AN 80-FOOT
TUMBLE
Postmaster Joseph Liebeskind of Pine Brook
-- - near Caldwell, N. J., had a remarkable escape
from death the other day. He fe]l from a cliff
at the summit of Hook Mountain, landing in a
fifteen-foot snow drift. a drop of 11early eighty
feet. A neighbor passing along the road at the
foot of the mountain saw the Postmaster fall and
summoned others to aid in digging him out, for
the :man was in danger of being smothe1·ed.
The postmaster was on his way to visit a relative and took a short cut over the mountain. The
wind had swept the summit clear of snow but
left the surface slippery. He was making his
way coutiously when he missed his footing.
Thel'e is a gradual slope of about 100 feet to
the edge of the cliff. The postmaster fried to
check his descent, but missed. He gained momentum as he neared the edge, and shot forward
-.., with such speed that he cleared the jagged rocks,
which otherwise he must have struck.
_..,.
Wilbur Colyer, the man who saw the incident,
said Liebeskind disappeared from sight in the
snowbank. Colyer and those he called to aid
him plied shovels vigorously to get the victim out
of his predicament.
Liebeskind was badly frightened, but after he
got his "sea legs" was able to walk to the nearest
house. There he was examined by a physician.
It was found that he had not been severely injured.
.:,,

minute. With one hand he swallowed a small portion of antimony, a dangerous poison. ·with the
other he l1eld a 46-calibre automatic revolver.
As the poison trickled down his throat, he shudi
dered. The gun exploded. Instead of penetrat·
ing his brain, the bullet went wild and severed
the rope around his neck.
Meanwhile his clothing caught fire. The sue•
cessive shocks caused him to lose his balance and
he tumbled it1to Elk River, a human torch.
The sudden immersion in the water acted as an
antidote to the peison and extinguished the burning clothes. As Smith came to the surface he was
seized with violent convulsions of the stomach.
He ejected the poison.
Being a good swimmer, he succeeded in reaching the sho1·e.
The burns and the poison will not prove fatal,
physicians of St. Francis Hospital said. The patient will be able to leave the hospital within a
week, they added.

HIGH POWER GLASSES DETECT STAMP
FRAUDS
The bulk of the stamps which the non-collector sees have no intrinsic value, says the Scientific :American. They retail for a cent 01· two
apiece, but this merely covers the cost of handling
them. There are perhaps 25,000 varieties from
all over the world that have a true market value
based on rarity and demand. Those costing less
than a dollar are apt to be neglected as trash, as
as we approach the $100 class the market is of
course limited. Nevertheless the real rarities, of
which the known copies are numbered, come as
high as $5,000 a11d $10,000, with plenty of buyers
to absorb the limited offerings.
With such values and a free market fraud i~
bound to be attempted. Most counterfeits are
made of whole cloth. But whether the design be
repI"oduced with the aid of a camera or by hand
engraving is will not correspond exactly with the
original. With hand engraved counterfeits the
expert examines the details of the stamp for
points of divergence from the known genuine design. The photographic reproduction is more
faithful in these matters. but ·usually differs from
its original in the general effect of tone and shading, and often in size.
TRIED HIS BEST TO COMMIT SUICIDE
The expert has seen a nu.mber of counterfeits
James L. Smith, twenty-eight years of age, of of any given stamp and often has a reference
Charlestown, W. Va., short order cook, was "cer- collection co11taining many of these. If the spectain" he would shuffle off this mortal coil. But he imen under examination fails to identify itself
failed.
with any familiar counterfeit it must either idenEquipped with a number -0f death-dealing in- tify itself with the genuine stamp or display distruments, Smith went to the Virginia Street ve1·gence that marks it as a "new" counterfeti.
Bridge, across Elk River, tired of life, and he The examination is conducted under a glass that
admitted it. He could 'find no work and was des- magniftes two or three diameters. The expert phi!- .
titute.
atelist knows what sort of mistake the counterHe saturated his clothing wit;{ gasoline and feiter most easily makes and what sort he can
tied a small rope to one of the steel supports himself best see, so he knows just about what to
of the bridge. The other end he tied around his look for and what parts of the specimen to exneck and took his position on a narrow railing.
amine most carefully. His work is quickly comLighting a piece of paper at his feet, Smith pleted, especially when carried on in the presence
figured he would be a burning mass within a of a genuine copy.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
A PILOTLESS WARSHIP
A boat built by the French Navy dming the
war was controlled from an airplane. The construction of the control mechanism is descTibed
in a note appearing in a recent issure of HlPcttiral World. This boat was patterned after a German pilotless boat which attacked a French vier.
The German boat was driven by a gasoline motor
and electrically controlled by means of a :30-mile
one-conductor cable. The boat contained two gasoline motors such as are used on Zeppelins, operating twin-sc1ew propellers capable of giving
the boat a top speed of 40 knots per hour. Seven
distinct operaiio!1s of the engine and the rudder
could be performed by means of the remote electric control.
The control was essentially by
means of a 1·achet mechanism, a different numbec
of rachet impulses corresponding to certain acti011s of the boat. A small gasoline-electric generator set and a storage battery furnished the
energy for the operation of the different motions.
,A special time relay was in series with. each af
the seven distinct positions, so that every one of
the different operations was executed only after
the contact-making rachet mechanism stopped for
a certain minimum time on a given position. In
case of imminent danger to the boat an eighth
position of the contact apparatus was provided
for the self-destruction of the boat by ignition
of its own charge.
MAROONED ON ISLAND SIX WEI..:KS
Marooned six weeks on an island ·within thhtyeight miles of Detroit, Mich., in the Detroit River,
without food, fuel or adequate protection from the
worst winter Michigan has known in twenty
years is the experience of Isaac White, a former
policeman.
White had two weeks' vacation and, as he told
_,. it, not having enough funds to go to Chicago or
New York and enjoy the "sights," he decided to
visit Sears Island and fish and hunt. He took
a little more than a week's supply of food and
fuel, as well as kerosene for lighting purposes
with him. He figured, he said, that he could easily walk across the ice or hail a passing boat for
a ride to the mainland and get supplies.
Seven days after he visited the island the
worst cold spell of the winter set in and below
zero weather ;-;o froze the river ice that the current broke it into huge chunks which became
such a menace that all river navigation ceased,
and that made it impossible for White to get to
sh01·e.
After two weeks his food and fuel gave out and
for six more weeks he was obliged to live on fish
he could spear through the ice and what game he
could shoot. He was without light of any kind,
and most of the time he had no fire, as matches
were scarce and he did not dare to "waste" any.
After six weeks a boat ventured to the island
in answer to distress signals and found White
more dead than alive and brought him to lletroit.
He says he intendc; to return to the i,lanrl ancl li ve
~re the rest of the winter, but wili tr.ke t•noug·h

provi .. iun;; to last until spring. White asserts
he <:an make more money trapping and hunting
than he can in the city.
Six years ago he lost hi s left leg while, as a
policeman, he> attempted to stop a speeding auioist and the machine ran over him.
UKEARTH THE TOMB OF AZTEC WARRIOR
Two burial chambE:rs in the large prehistoric
community dwelling near Aztec, N. }I., are 1·eported by Earl H. Monis, in a letter given out
recently at the Museum of Natu,·al History, as
the most it1teresting of numerous recent discoveries by museum workers engaged in the Archer
)I. Huntington archaeological sui·vey of the
Southwest. Mi·. Monis has charge of the excavations.
"Beneath the debris adjacent to the famous
Painted Room opened in 1920," he writes, "there
has been found a second chamber, perfectly preserved in every detail. The pine and cedar
beams in the :,;moke-browned ceiling are a ~ sound
as when the trees were felled, and on the wallstones the mark,; of the quartzite pebble:; with
which they were faced are as bright and fresh
as if the artis':n who shaped the blocks, though
dead these thousand years, had but yesterday
gathered up his primitive tools and stepped out
of the finished chamber.
"This room was the tomb of a warrior, who
lay in solitary ;state against one wall immediately
back of the recessed altar in the Painted Room.
The body was that of a ventable giant over 6
feet 1 inch in height, who thus towered head and
shoulders above the average men of his tribe of
the village when he was in the prime of life, and
in the height of his glory as well, if one may infer the esteem in which he was held by the excellence of hi;; tomb and the number of his burial
accompaniments.
"The mighty frame had Leen buried in a mantle of feather cloth and enshrouded with a mat
uf woven rush stems. Back of the body there were
four magnificent pottery bowls, a cup and a basket. Upon the skull rested a large !-pherical
vase with a neatly-fitting cover, both of them exquisitely wrought and ornamented. Within easy
grasp of the right hand were the wooden handles
of two stone battle axes, and by them a hafted
knife of quartzite, as well as chips of flint and
prongs of antler, the latter materials and implements for arrow making.
"A circular ,hield, three feet in diameter, unlike anything previously found in Pueblo ruins,
covered the warl'ior from thighs to temples. It
is an example of coiled basketry technique, but
unusually thick and strong. The outer surface
had been coated with gum and thickly spangled
with flakes of mica. When held in the sunlight,
clue to the numberless reflecting surfaces, the
g1·eat di sk would have shone with dazzling brilliance, perhaps sufficiently intense to have confu-,erl the vi sion of the archer who ,;ought to
clri,·e hb an ow tln,mgh tl,e shield to the livini
flr"Ji behind it."

HORSES SLEl<;P
STANDING UP

-

!.,

Horses seldom
lie down to sleep.
Throughout their
entire lives most
of them sleep
while standing on
their feet.
The
reason for this is
believed to be that
the horses are
afraid that an insect might crawl
into their nostril ;-;.
This b a very
likely explanation
when we consider
that a horse's nostrils are the rno~t
sensitive part of
its body, says
Popular Science
Monthly. If the
insect could not
be removed it
could easily irritate a horse to
death. Many
horses will not lie
down
because
they have once
been "foundered,"
that is, unable to
get up unassisted.
Another curious fact about a
sleeping horse is
that it seems always to keep its
faculties working.
Its ears, for instance, keep constantly twitching
and the animal
seems to hear the
slightest
noise.
Because of this it
would
probably
be impossible for
a man to enter a
stable q u i et I y
enough to prevent
his waking up
every horse in it.
Horses act peculiarly also in
time of fire. They
will burn to death
rather than rush
out
from
the

atalls.

TOBACCO HABIT
MJIHE IT QVIT VDV

Tobacco is filthy and disgusting to your loved
one~; also it contaius a De8dly Poi5on which
weakens heart, stomach. I owers vitality ~nd
invitf's disf}ase that may shorten your hte.
STOPI Regain vigor, but don't shock you&
system by -trying to quit uoaidcd.

EASlf TO QVIT

No matter how lon1r you have used tobacco,

:n~eJ~eNf!!~~i\~~·
~~;~!f:::· §!~~~.;::
treatment in ne w tablet form t"Onquerin1

Stop Using aTruss

Yes, •••• It, you know

~Y1~0~ri1~wan ::i~~':sht~

a false pi·op aiintnst a

collapslnlit'.wa11, and that

It ts undermtnlni: your
health. Why. than, con•
tlnue to wear it? Here

:e!n~etti~nf~f;e~o1::ic:
torturous trusses can b&
thrown away forever,

and it's all becaus&
Stuart'sPLAPAO•PADS

::
~ 1~~ ':/e"a~~flc~1~r:.:
mn.deself~adhesive pur•

thousattd '> of worst cases) will free you froa
cra¥in({ quickly and foreood.Notinjuriou.1

ft~~~s~;,:i;;~';t~~·ti f~"i~~ Sent on Trial

Wrifo today for Full Remedy on Trial.
PERKINS CHEMICAL co., 12-H St., H••tlns•,

N-

If Ruptured
Try This Free

posely to prevent slip•

plna and to afford an

arrana-ement to hold the
parts securely In place.
NO STRAPS,
BUCKLES Oil
SPRINGS
ATTACHl!:O,

~~~gt

~h1nYe ~~

presa ngatnst the
pubic bone.
Thousand• have treated th•m••lv•• In the priVtlCY of
the home, and report most obstinate cases cured-no
delay from work. Soft ea v•lv•t-•••Y to apply-In••·
peneJve. ProceH of recovery is natural. so afterwards
na use for trusses. Awarded Gold Medal International
::,;,::

n°:;;. ~~::'J~~~rJll~i.~to, ~~~·1~~~!.~

1

l'iauao Co. 21S:. Stuart Bldil, St.Loula,Jlo.

THIS AIRRIFLE ·
6
0
t~t~~\~:
1~ e'!~;-...:~~in~!~ :,r1:!'i~~~
ll,60and w•w1IIH11d rltl•,all po1taa•P••PaiJ,
r, UINE MFG. co.,

~---OLD

'161 MIii St •• Concord Jct,, Masa.
MONEY

WANTED---S

~2 to $500 I!JACll paid for hundreds of old
coins dated before 1895. Keep .A.LL odd or
old money. Send 10 cents for New Illustrated Coin Value Boole, 4 x G. Get Posted.
~ou may have valuable coins.
Clarke Coin

Co., Ave. 13, Le Roy, N. Y.

BIG VALUE for IO Cts.

Apply It to Any Rupture, Old or
Recent, Large or Small, and you
Are on the Road That Has
Convinced Thousands.

Sent Free To Prove This
Auyon, r11ptured, mau, "oman or chlld,
sh~uld 1'Tlle nt once to W. S. RlcP, H4A
Mnl!l St .. Aclnms. N. Y., tor n free trial of
!11~ wondP1·f11! atfmnlntln!l' npplknlfon. .Tutt
put ft on the rupture and the m11scles begin
to tighten: they b<'l!'ln to hlnrl together eo
that the openln!l' closes nnturaJJy ntHI t!Je
need of a aupport or truss or appl!Rnce 11
then done n,voy with. Don't negle<'t to sPncl
for this free trial. Even If your rupt11ra
dnesn't hother you, what I• th,..· usP or "'<'Ar·
Ing supports nil your Jlfe? Why su!fn this
nuisnncfo? W11v run tbe rlc:;k or !?"nn~rpne
an,! such dangers from a amnJJ and t11norent
little rupture, the kind that bas thrown
thousands on the operating tnhlp? A 111,~t
of men end wvmen are rtatly running ~,,ch
risk juat hec,rnse their ruptures do not h11rt
nor prevent them from getting nronncl. W'i-fte
et once for th!• free trial, aR ft Is cPrtnlnly
a wonderful thlnir nnil h11s aided In the cure
of ruptures that were as hlg as a mnn•,
two fists . 'T'ry and write at once, using the
''f'lll

p()n

hPlow.

6 Songs, words and music; 25 Pie,

lures Pretty Girla ;40 Wafs to Make
Money; 1 Joke Book;
Book ou
Love; 1 Magic Book; 1 Book Letter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and For,
tune Teller; 1 Cook Book· 1 Base
Ball Book, gives rules for games; I
'l'oy ?,laker Book; Language of
Flowera;l MorseTelegraphAlphabet; 12 Chemical Experiments;
Mar's Age Table; Great North Pole
Game· 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzlea;
12 Games; 80 Verees for AutogTI1l)h Albums, ' All
the abov;J&s"il for J.0 eta, and :I eta. j>Oltage,
BOJ.U. S ' CO,. llo:a ,11.i, 8011tl& .Non,au., Consa.

Fre., for Rnptur ...
W . S. Rice. In~ .•
444.A. Main Rt., Adams, N. Y.
You may senct me entirely free a
Sample Treatment of your etlmulatlni'
application tor Rupture.
Name ................................... .
:ddress ................................. .

tate ................................... ..

BOYS!

I

WERE YOU BORN
UNDER ALUCKY STAR?

I

DO YOU WANT TO KXOW ALL THAT
THERE IS '1'0 KNOW AUOl"T YOl'R

Character
Disposition
Good Traits
'vVeaknesses

Abilities
Friends
and
Lucky Days

'

II

careful studv ot a thoro description of
T HB
yuurselr is fnt · more importnut than you

mny ac first luiugine.
For it ls allsolntely true tllnt any nddPtl
knowledge or your own inlwrent qu.allties '.\'ill
greatly a~sbt you in reaching a ltigter clegr"<'
• or suecess. You ,·an I.le just as su,·cessful as
you desire. It is ull in your power of will.
But llefore you ~an exercise this JIOWer in
i tbe right dil'C'<'tion, you must tboroly srnuy

I

I;:;::

To Read Human Nature''

SERIES OF TWELVE BOOKS
Price 10 cent& ea.ch.

Postpaid to any adclress

TbPse books p:iYe in conclst> form a positi"rn
key to scJr-ctevelopment. '!'bey are bnse<l ou
a study or thousnn•l~ of cbnructers-ure pregnant ,,-ith ke,•11 analysis anrl most helpful
chaructn-huildlng hinti;.
Send us ten ,!,•nts nud the month of your
birth ancl the boolt ,Ylll be ma!l1·,l imwedlate.
Jy. t:se coupon l.ll'iow.
It YOU linve u friend, nrqunl11t:t11<'e or business •associate ,Yho~e char:wter nud ,lispo.siUoo vou woultl like to stuur. ol>tulu onr hook
corr<'spon(llng wit b the month in which sol'h
person was born.
you shonlil l:now
II,' YOU ARI•] IX LOY fl the- chal'U<'ter, rlbpo.,itlou, goo,l points, ni,il!-

1I
!

tiP8,

:.11.Hl

"~<'ilkll{'f-l~f·:-,;

of tlIP ltPl'SOll ill whom
tlJ,, month of

yon al'e tuten•stP(l. Ascprtalu
1 birth
an,) then ,,,n,1 for onr

l

montli.

lJook of I hat

Enclose a11otltPr (lime.

................................................

I

I

CHAR,\CTER S1TDJES, Inc.,
lloon.1 l:'iJ5, .\ln"ionic Temple, X. Y. C.

I

I

j

Sel!d llooks of (gl¥e months) ................. .

enc·lnc;e, •.....••...•..•••.•...•.•.• , .•. , .••••

Name

...................................... .. .

.A.duress • , ••. , •••.••••..•••••.. , .•.......•.. K

BOYS!

BOYS!

t)THROW
YOUR

WHITE ISLAND

An island about
thirty miles
nol'theast of New
or
auywhert, Lota of Fun fOOllng
Zealand is. per·
~achn, Policeman or
haps, the most existraordinary
land in the world. -'-"
I t is an enormous
mass of rocks
nearly three miles
in gil't rising to
a height of 900
feet above the
sea, in the Bay of
Plenty, and is
enperpetually
veloped in a dark
cloud which is
visible for nearly
In
100 miles.
fact, White Island, which is
shaped somewhat
hollow .,,_
a
like
tooth, is the crater of a volcano,
and it is the be-........._
ginning of what
is called the Taupo Zone, some of
No matter wb~ther used !n pipe. cil'arettes.
the volcanoes of
ctgare, chewed, or used 1n the form ot 1nutr.
su;lerba 1.'obacco Remedy contains nothing in•
this zone being
Jurlou~. no dooe. poisons. or habit tonutn1: drug•.
under water. The
GUARANTEED.
SENT ON TRIAL
O
O
clouds which en~ ri'~iE ~~~1C ~u(iuilRE~'H,°itJN96'h°l~~y.
velop the island
SUPERBA CO. 11-21 Balt!more, Mel
are caused by the
steam from the
BIRTH STONE RING
• hot springs which
HK Gol<l-finlsh~d. guaranteed to give sa tistnctlou, with
\ff
stone for any month, to in- boil around the
troduce our catalogue. Send edge of the lake
15c to cover cost of edv<'r- in the center of
8Pnd the island.
tlsing and mn!llng.
The
size.
island ,s
Sun Jewelry Co., DPpt. 129, E. 'Boston, :\Ja•s. whole
perpetually making ancl depositing sulphur, and _,...
its already limitless deposit of
l11gh grade sul' phur, which has
accumulated
through the ages,
is destined to
I have an honest, provfn remsd:r for
goitre (big neck). lt checks tbe
make the island
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Watch Cases beau•
tifully illustrated in
our booklet. Send
for FREE
Copy.

Adjusted to the Second
Adjusted to Temperature
Adjusted to lsochronism
Adjusted to Positions

Only One Dollar Down will buy this
masterpiece of watch manufacture .
The balance you are allowed to pay in
small, easy, monthly payments. The
Burlington - a 21-Jewel Watch - ts
sold to vou at a price much lower than

21 Ruby and Sapphire Jewels
25 Year Gold Strata Case
Montgomery Railroad Dial
New Ideas in Thin Cases

that of other high-grade watches.
Besides, you have the selection of the
finest thin model designs and latest
styles in watch cases. Don't delay!
Write for the FREE Watch Book and
our SPECIAL OFFER today.

e

l/Jhile7his
JpecialOl!er/gJt

Get the Burlington Watch Book by sending this coupon. Find out about
this great special offer which is being made for only a limited time. You
will know a great deal more about watch buying when vou read this
book. You will be able to "steer clear"
of the over-priced. watches which
Burlington Watch Company
are no better. Remember, the
Dept. 1093, 19th St. and Marshall Blvd,, ChicagG
Burlington is sent to you for only One
Canadian Address; 62 Albert St., \Vinnipeg. Maoitob•
Dollar down, balance in small monthly
Please send me (without obligations and prepaid} your free
book on watches with full explanation of your $LOO doWll
payments. Send the coupon for watch
offer on the Burlington Watch.
book and our special offer TODAY!
11111111111u1111111,1,1u11111111 111111n111111111111111111u11111 11111111111111111111111111u•

Burlington Watch Company

Dept. 1093, 19th Street and Marshall Blvd., Chicago
Canadian Addi-eH: 63 Albert Street, Wlonipe11, Manitoba

Name------- -------------- ----------

Addras------------------------------
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SCENARI

s

w.

l\o,

1.

23d St., N, Y.

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

rrice sr; <lenb Pn <lop,-

Tllle book contains all the moat rf'('ent changes tn tbe
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sh:tv Lessons, covering every p haae of Rceunrlo writ·
lnlJ. · For sale by all Newadealera and Bookatorea.
If :,on cannot procure a copy, send us the prtce.
Ill cents. tn money or postage etRmpa, and we will
mall you one, po&taire f~. .A<ldreA~
1,. 8ENABENS, 219 SeTf'nth <.vf'., N~w York, N, Y,

!'.",U'OLJ<;O!li'.S

ORACLLL.'1

Al\D

DREAM

BUU.li.-(.\1uta1urng tile great 01·aele of h umuu destiny·
also the true meauiug or aJmo~t auy kluu or dre11iu~
Willi charllls, ceremouies ant! curious gameo ot

~~fct.;~~1·

N~. 2. HOW TO DO TlUC.liS,-Tbe great llook ot ~ f.mag1c and cart! tricks, containing fu ii instructions on
all kadilli,: <:a~·tJ tricks ot tile day, also rhe most popular
magiL·al 11Jns1ons as performed by our leading ma·
g1c1aus; en~ry boy shonld obtain a copy of this book.
No, 3, HOW TO l:'LIRT.-Tbe arts ant! wiles o!
ftir1ation are fully explnrncd by this little book. Besides the rnrious methods of llandk,•rchief, fan, glove,
parasol, window and bat flirtation, it contains a full list
of the language and sentiment of tlowns.
::-.o. 5. ilU\V '.l.'O )lA.h.J,;_LO\'J<;.;--A complete guide ta

lore, cuu1u;l.1Jp auU 11H1r1·1agu, g1v111cr 1't:11sil.Jle at.l\'it:c.
rult:s antl eti11u1:tte to IJe OIJher"..!U, ,, itb many curioutt

aud interesting things not genel'ally kno\\ n.

::-.'o. 7. HOW TO KJ,;EP BIRDS.-Hant.lsornl'lv Illustrated muJ containing full instructions fur the riu:na...,.eruent a111i traiuiug 01 the canary, DlOl'kingLJird, Uoboli~k.

blackbird, paro,1uet, parrot, etc.
'
No. 10• .JIO''-" 'I'U nox.-Tb.e art of self-dc!!'l1se made
eu8y, Contniuing over thirty illusrrations of g-uttrds 1
blows and the tlitfe1'C11t positions of a gootJ boxer. J•:v,•r.v I
boy should ol;tam one of these useful and instru,·tlve
hooks, as it "iii teach you how to box ,Yitbout an instructor.
J\"o, 11.

St1 <:rf>t E1wu1y: or. Arl,•ttn·~ ~linP Fj~bt.

c,n th" ltt,rcl~r; (,r. .ArjE'tta

Useful, Instructive, and Am using. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

llOW TO WlUTE LOnt-LE'l"l"J;Ks,-A most

coD1p1ete 111 Uc book, containing !ull <iirect10ns for writing loYe·letters, and when to use them, glviug specimen
lellers for yuun.i: and old.
No, 13.

HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQCE'l'TE

-Jt is ~ great lite
mon d,·s1re,s to know
:,..o. H. now TO
~;,ot~,//.~ 1;:~~ing all

s~-cret, and one thnr e,-ery young

ull about. There·s liappiness in it
~JAKE CA;'<;DY.-A cowplete baud:

kl ntls of candy, ice-cream, syrups,

Xo. _18. HOW TO ni,;co~IE HE.\l"TIFUL.-On,, o(
. th<> lir1ghtf-st an~ mo~t Yaluable little books ever gin•u
to the world. i,;,·eryliod~· wishes tc know bow to Le·
com,: b\'aurifol, hotl! male and female. Tbe secret ls
simple :ind almost costless.
Xo, 20,
HOW 'l'O ElliTERTAIN AN EVE.NINO
l'AU.TY.-.l.. mo s t coJllplete _compendium of i::amcs, spo;.ts,

c-nrd dl\·erslons, com,c rec1tatlons, etc., suitable for par.
Jo,· or dr<1wing-room entertainment. It contains more
for I Ile m,,nc,y than nn.r book published.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREA'1~.-'l'tils little
honk g1Y1>s t be explnnation to nil kinds of dreams tog .. ther with lncky unu unlucky days.
·
~o. 21. 110\\' TO WRlTE LETTERS TO GEN'l'J.E.
:IIE:-.-.-con· nluing full dlr<:clions for writing to gentlPmen vn ull snhjPcts.
::-.'o. 2J. HOW TO llECO."\IE A GY)IXAST,-Contalnlng full direC'tions for all kinds ot g~·mnastlc ~Porte
and athl"tic exerclsf's. Embracing rLJrty-ftve illustrations. By Profe8sor W. lllacdouald.
:S-o, 26, IIO\V TO ROW. SAIL AND Bl1 Il,D A BOAT
-Fully mustrntPd. Full ;nstrnctlons are ,l"iven In this
little book, together with instructions on swimming nod
ri<ling, compuninn sports to bontfng-.
No. 28. now TO TELL FORTl'NES.-Ever.v one Is
desirous of knowing what his fnture life will I.iring
forth, whether happiness or mi~ery, wealth or pov1>rt.v.
You can tell hy n glance at this l!ttlc book. Huy one
and be conYlnced.
No. 29.

now

TO BECO)IE AN INVENTOR.-E.-crv

boy shoul,l know bow invention~ orlginatcfl. This bnoir
t>xplnln, them nil, giving exnmple8 in PIPctrirJtv, hvdranllcs. mai;-netism, optlcs, pneumatle.s, mechanics, eic.
::-.'o. 3(). HOW TO COOK.-One of tbe most lnstruct1ve
hooks on co1Jking ev~r published. It contnins re<'ipes
for cooking mc•ats, fish, game an,1 oyst~rs; also pies,
pnddlne;s, cnkPs nnd all kinds of pastry, and a grand
coJlectlon ot rPr.fpes.
For •ale by all newodealeu, or ..-1u be 1ent 10 an,addresa on rerelpt of price, IOt.. per cop7, la
money or otampo, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d Street,

New Yerk
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